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2015 AGM - Team Knight (Dick & Jan) receiving their well-deserved Frank Walker Award

2015 AGM - Dolly Parton receives the award for Best Novice photograph
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From the Editor
This edition of the RAFOS Newsletter contains news of the deaths of three members of the
Society, all of whom have had a strong influence on RAFOS and on birding as a whole.
They include our founder, Frank Walker, who died in Malta in February 2016, together with David
Counsell and Mick Carroll. The obituaries for David and Mick have been written by people with
long and extensive memories of these giants in our field of activity and in my view are fitting
tributes to to celebrate their lives. Our sympathy goes to their families and friends.
An obituary for Frank Walker will appear in the Autumn 2016 Newsletter.
On page 6 are details of the field activities planned for 2016. Please contact the leaders named for
further information.
In this edition we have articles concerning our members’ travels to Herzegovina, Panama, Cyprus,
New Zealand and Spain, as well as two lists of good sites for UK bird photography from Scott
Drinkel, our energetic publicity member. Martin Routledge has included an article on that fetish of
birders - listing!
Scott has also instituted an additional public page on Facebook entitled ‘RAFOS - Watch the Birdy’
with the object of encouraging members and non-members to show their bird photographs taken in
the UK month by month. Please see the web site www.rafornithology.co.uk for further details.
Some of you may know that for the last 12 years I have been a volunteer at the Wildfowl and
Wetlands Trust’s centre at Slimbridge. I reluctantly decided that following changes in the way that
volunteers were required to work and a lack of flexibility, it was time to quit. I continue to support
the Trust in its efforts to conserve and reinstate wetlands and to save wetland species, together
with its other invaluable research and consultancy work world wide.
This year’s AGM will take place on 19 November 2016 at RAF High Wycombe. Please make a
note in your diary. Further details will be distributed later in the year.
Best wishes,

Bill Francis
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2016 PROPOSED FIELD ACTIVITIES
Date

Venue

Leaders

1 10 Jan

Slimbridge

2 5-13 Feb

WINTER DUCK 16 Martin Routledge

Bill Francis

Activity
Guided tour of Wetland Centre
BTO/RSPB/WWT/JNCC Survey

3 Apr

Chew Valley

Dave Bodley

Field Meeting – Meet at CVRS
Hut

4 13-15 May

Norfolk Weekend

John Towers

East Anglian Spectacular

5 18 Apr -2 May

Skokholm

Julia Springett

Ringing

6 19-21 Aug

Bird Fair and
Catterick

Julia Springett

Ringing Experience

7 Oct

Chew Valley

Dave & Anne Bodley

8 Sep-Oct

Hungary

9 29 Oct – 5 Nov Islay Mist

CVL Survey

TBD

Species counts

Team Knight

General Obs and Survey

10 20 Nov

Marlow Gravel Pits TBD

Post AGM Field Meeting

11 2016

TBD

National Seabird Survey

Keith Cowieson

2016 is not a scheduled overseas expedition year therefore the allocation for grants is up to
£2000. The ringing expedition to Skokholm has £50 carried forward from Gibraltar 2015 and
the National Seabird Survey has £350 carried forward from 2015.

A Wet Day at Slimbridge
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Major David Counsell
Major David Counsell, a long-serving member of RAFOS despite his army background, died on 25th August 2015 after a
fall at home and the onset of an infection. Our sympathy goes to his wife, Erica.
David was our Expeditions Officer for about 8 years until 1986, when he was presented with the Frank Walker Award for
his efforts. In a Newsletter of 1975 he was described as “our mad major” and in July 1976 as “Homo sapiens rafosi
brownjobi”. He launched more than 16 expeditions, leading the expedition to Berlin in 1978. Mike Blair has the
following memories of David:
David Counsell had that rare combination of elegant manners and superb leadership. He could inspire the most hardened
of bolshie airmen by deft charm and never talking down to junior ranks, instantly overcoming any prejudice that might
have been the reaction to his upper-class voice. Partaking in the 1984 Borneo expedition was a joy under his guidance in
the Temburong. The expedition’s success was due largely to his contacts with former Army colleagues stationed there in
support of Bruneian forces, whereby we had an excellent acclimatisation campsite on one of the gunnery ranges and
subsequently obtained helicopter support to fly us into and out of the Temburong, where we camped in bashas for almost
five weeks, making hundreds of bird observations and maintaining an intensive ringing programme. We almost had a
major emergency when David, when walking past the end of his basha, was almost speared by a Stork-billed Kingfisher
that flew past at eye-level, its primaries clouting his nose!
His Committee expertise helped unerringly steer RAFOS around pitfalls and his MoD knowledge obtained regular use of
Meeting Rooms, even at weekends, for RAFOS Committee Meetings or expedition briefings. David’s Army career was, I
believe, as a member of the Royal Artillery, in which he played a leading part in missile trials in Benbecula and St Kilda,
which led to the RAFOS Expedition there. It was a cardinal error to assume that David’s ineffably courteous and calm
demeanour were signs of a lack of passion and character, for beneath his urbane exterior there was a core of steel that
supported a razor-sharp mind that could unpick complexities and analyse them with cool rationality. His ability to present
written arguments based on unarguable evidence was a trait that saw many of much higher rank seeking his advice, but
also led to a few, seeing their views threatened, refusing to accept implied changes. David once said to me, in a rare
moment of introspection, that he left the Army because he couldn’t save certain senior officers from themselves.
David took up a Retired Officer appointment in Main Building, ostensibly in an Army post, but actually part of Joint
Services Intelligence, which is where he was when he served on the RAFOS Committee, very often as acting Chairman
because the Chairman was often called away at very short notice beforehand.
David had spent some time in Oman when he was serving, being an old friend of the late Michael Gallagher (author of
Birds of Oman), which helped greatly in smoothing the way for the RAFOS Masirah Expedition.
We visited David and Erica some time ago, where he was busy with his real passion in natural history, bats! After the
great storm of 1987, the nearby woodlands in the late 1990s had begun to recover, a dense understorey flanking the
cleared areas, which meant that David’s 80 or so bat boxes were thriving because the insect community was more diverse
and more numerous. He patrolled the boxes about 3 times per week, also logging the very dense populations of Willow
Warbler and Chiffchaff. David and Erica were able to visit us only once in Norfolk, simply because they spent so much
time on their many interests, including, I recall, the architecture of churches in the Middle East, especially Syria.
Ken Earnshaw added:
On expeditions and in committee he was an inspiration to us all. I cannot remember ever seeing him in anything other
than a happy, enthusiastic, unflappable state; a charming person and a true gentleman. At his house in Southborough,
Kent, back in the early 80's, Erica, his wife an accomplished pianist, played a piece by Haydn on a new piano David had
just presented her with. It was lovely to experience that.
Fond memories of him on the RAFOS Benbecula expedition, striding out across the moorland with the rest of the (mostly
younger) team struggling in his wake, his lanky frame and long legs covering the ground at a great rate. I recall that he
was joint leader of that expedition with Peter Montgomery and a very well organised and satisfying expedition it was.
He was a strong, positive force within RAFOS when he was active with the society both generally and from within the
committee.
He will be sadly missed by all who came into contact with him.
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What follows is the text of a letter written by David Counsell to the Editor of RAFOS Newsletter No. 54 in 1992. It
gives a delightful flavour of the man.
Letter to the Editor
BIRD NAMES
“What we are going on with nah is naming the parts”
Today we have naming the parts. Yesterday
We had daily cleaning. And tomorrow morning
We shall have what to do after firing. But today,
Today we shall have naming of parts. Japonica
Glistens like coral in all the neighbouring gardens
And today we have naming of parts
From Lessons of War by Herbert Reed
Sir,
I hope you will allow me, as a pongo, to comment on Squadron leader David Court-Smith’s reference to the naming of
Colonel Denham’s Bustard in his excellent article on scientific nomenclature on page 51 of Newsletter No 53. The
implication was made that it is unseemly for one who finds a bird to name it after himself. I would suggest on the contrary
that such self-effacing reticence is appropriate only in the scientist and the taxonomist, and that a serviceman needs to be
bolder and more assertive. In point of fact it strikes me as strange when a bird is not named after its discoverer: it seems
anomalous that Lady Amherst was the wife of a Governor General of India and had nothing to do with the discovery of the
beautiful Pheasant which carries her name, and that Thekla Brehm a German girl had no part in the identification of her
eponymous Lark. Thomas Bewick was an artist, not a finder of swans. On the other hand did Colonel Tickell not himself
give his name to the many birds which bear his name? He was an industrious field ornithologist, author and artist who
served in India and Burma, while Colonel Denham served under Wellington in Spain, led an expo to look for the source of
the Nile, crossed the Sahara from the Med to Lake Chad and brought back a small collection of natural history specimens.
Such men deserve their fame. And it makes it very confusing when Hume’s Tawny Owl is named after a civil servant who
dominated Indian ornithology for decades, while its scientific name Strix butleri is called after someone quite different, a
Colonel who shot big game. I prefer a system which celebrates the man who is sufficiently adventurous, persistent, observant,
or lucky to find and recognise a new species and to record and describe it. There are many examples of places which have
been named after the explorers (some of whom were servicemen) who have found them: for a start take Alexander the
Great, who named half a dozen towns Alexandria, though only one survives, and Philip of Macedon who named Philippi
after himself. Then what of Magellan (of the Straits), Cook (of the Island, Mount and Bay), and Hudson Bay and Baffin
Island? Turn next to mathematicians and scientists who have theorems and principles named after them: think of Newton’s
Laws, the Peter Principle, Pythagoras’ Theorem, Ohms Law: take engineers and the Davy Lamp and the Bailey Bridge.
Similar examples may be culled from the field of political theorists, such as Marxism and Thatcherism. Who but Handel
wrote Handel’s Water Music? And Beethoven’s Fifth? For if we follow the current ornithological convention, Saxicola
counselli Blair 1990 (a term which I am too self-effacing and reticent ever to use myself) might be known as Princess Di’s
Chat, or heaven forfend – Court-Smith’s Chat!
Yours sincerely
DAVID COUNSELL
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Mick Carroll
RAFOS, with BTO and OSME and many organisations in the ornithological world were saddened to hear
of the death from cancer in October 2015 of Mick Carroll. Mick was taken ill during the RAFOS
expedition to the Coto Doñana in 2014 with the illness that finally took his life. What follows are extracts
an obituary written by Sal Cooke, an OSME Council Member, reflecting on the life and work of this
memorable man.
On 4th November 2015, I had the privilege of attending the funeral of Mick Carroll, a long-standing OSME
member. I had also visited him a number of times whilst he was installed in his hospice bed. Mick
considered himself to be more fortunate than others in making his last journey, as he was fully in command
of the whole process and kept his faculties to the very end. Not surprising to anyone who knew Mick, he
managed to persuade staff or visitors to regularly push his bed out onto his verandah, where he could
continue watching for passing birds, often wearing his “I’d Rather Be Birding” tee-shirt. Just the day before
he died, with his newly acquired lighter weight binoculars around his neck, he was thrilled to have a Marsh
Harrier fly overhead.
He must have been one of the more unusual patients, as he arranged his own living wake with over 110
guests attending his 68th birthday party held in the hospice. Plus he insisted on one last trip out to see his
beloved birds, moorlands and RAF station, a visit that was co-coordinated by many friends and service
personnel alike.
The crematorium in East Yorkshire, was incredibly well attended with a gathering of over 150 birders,
authors, scientists, bird artists, film makers, naturalists and foresters, with most of the conservation
organisations charitable or publicly funded, being represented. It felt as if the Who’s Who of the
conservation world was present. People had travelled great distances to pay their respects, with many
doing what the family had asked by wearing smart birding gear and a poppy.
Many will know of, or have read about, Pickering Mick and his tireless contribution to the prevention of
bird persecution across the English uplands and in particular in North Yorkshire, where he lived as for over
44 years. Many more people will be aware of his various roles and his remarkable ability to be seen and
heard by many, especially on the topic of his beloved Hen Harriers. But I suspect that many people will not
know of some other aspects of Mick’s contribution to parts of the ornithological world, quite removed from
North Yorkshire. So it was important for me to do as Mick himself had asked, and although feeling a little
self-conscious, I attended the service wearing the bright yellow and very distinctive OSME tee-shirt. Mick
had told me weeks before he died, that he wanted me to wear it, to remind people of the importance of the
Middle East in his life and how he felt about the importance of OSME’s work.
Mick was born in Lancashire in 1947 and always considered himself to be extremely lucky to have been
adopted at 6 months old by a couple who instilled in him the virtue and importance of family, a hugely
important facet of his life. It was his father who encouraged his love of nature from an early age, and he
clearly remembered the excitement of their first outing together to see his first Short-eared Owls and Ring
Ouzel. We heard tales of his boyhood from his lifelong friend during the service. This was a poignant
reminder to me, knowing that Mick has brought most of his grandchildren to the Yorkshire Coast and in
particular to RSPB Bempton to make sure that they could experience similar moments with their
grandfather.
Mick joined the RAF at the age of 19 and served as an RAF Regiment Gunner, in Cyprus, Oman, Bahrain,
Germany, then to British Honduras and his last posting to Northern Ireland. Whilst on operations in
Northern Ireland, Mick suffered a back injury that ended his military career at the age of 30. This did not
mean an end to connections with the RAF, as his conservation skills were utilised at RAF Fylingdales over
many years in habitat creation and monitoring schemes.
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During the late 1960s to early 1970s, the RAF was deployed alongside the Royal Artillery in Oman,
initially to assist the Sultanate’s forces with training. From those early days in the Dhofar region to the
present time, Mick always had a soft spot for Oman and the Middle East, but being pragmatic having left
the RAF, he needed to pursue another career that would mean travelling abroad less than he would have
liked. He and Helene, his wife of over 44 years, moved to Pickering and he took the opportunity to study
agriculture and farm management at both Newcastle and Durham, gaining various positions on a North
Yorkshire Estate and other farms, but his back injury eventually meant that he could no longer do the
physical work required. He then worked for English Country Cottages, and as his area was Northern
England, he did really get out and about and set about creating his extraordinary network across the county
and beyond. This network included the birding groups of Scarborough, Filey Brigg and Flamborough
Head, and included the East Yorkshire Ringing Group of which he was a founder member.
Mick’s ability to make and keep friendships was clear throughout his life. When he and Helene decided to
go abroad to celebrate their 25th wedding anniversary they joined a trip to Israel organised by the East
Yorkshire Ringing Group and Mick made lots of local contacts, many of whom he kept in touch with over
the years. If his Israeli friends came over to Bird Fair, they tried to meet up.
It was through the Flamborough Ornithological Group (FOG), that his passion for Oman and the Middle
East re-surfaced, as two of the founder members were long standing members of OSME. Mick loved to
visit Flamborough from the late 1990s to hear of the trips to Oman and Kazakhstan.
Mick and Helene volunteered for Andrew Grieve at Blacktoft Sands Reserve over a long period, even
opening up the reserve on New Year’s Day itself one year when Andrew was counting raptors in Egypt!
Whilst Andrew was serving on Council he persuaded Mick to join OSME and he has been a great
supporter, attending summer meetings and involving himself fully in the AGM. Interestingly, one of the
things that stood out for Andrew Lassey on one of his last visits to the hospice was the importance Mick
placed on telling him that he had put his affairs in order and all his dues were paid up, including
importantly that of OSME.
Mick had always wanted to return to the Middle East, and when he found he had both the time and money
he set about trying to organise a trip. Many were approached, but no-one was available for Mick’s dates;
so typically he arranged to travel alone, employed a local guide with a vehicle and took a copy of the
Birdwatching Guide to Oman by OSME members Jens and Hanne Eriksen. The trip was in February 2013.
Mick stayed for just over 2 weeks, basing himself at Salalah and ventured to Thumrait (which he
remembered from his previous visit) and to the Quitbit Hotel in the desert, of which he had heard so much.
No one could fail to notice the importance of Mick’s RAF links at his funeral, with servicemen and women
lining the route into the crematorium grounds and with military precision being shown as the coffin was
brought into the crematorium by six RAF pallbearers. The RAF chaplain who conducted the service,
shared the fact that he had been on the RAFOS trip to Spain when Mick had fallen ill and subsequently
diagnosed with the cancer that took his life.
In talking to the RAF personnel who had volunteered for the day’s duties, they all spoke of Mick as
someone who never announced he was coming to visit, but would just turn up to give a hand or to listen to
others and advise. One serviceman said “there are those that talk a lot and those that do” and in his opinion
“Mick was one of the “doers” of the world”.
Even the last day out to his beloved Moors, provided carefully by the RAF and the Hospice, was to a
degree “manufactured” by Mick to ensure that the relevant agencies were all present in the same room.
Why? So he could witness for himself that they were starting to discuss the next Hen Harrier project on
land that Mick knew, that the RAF no longer needs.
As we all stood in silence for the Last Post, I guess we were all reflecting as to whether we will ever see the
likes of Mick again. Mick Carroll was a true catalyst for nature conservation who operated in his own
unique way
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Into Haemus
(or, venturing south of the Danube-Sava-Kupa line)

Article and pictures by Mike Blair
“Off anywhere interesting next year, then?”
“Why, yes, Herzegovina. Our first visit.”
The silence, punctuated by dropping jaws, shocked eyes and the ‘does not compute’ facial expressions symptomatic of
brain dumps, was palpable and seemingly eternal. It’s a pity that so many of we British are geographically challenged.
Notable exceptions are followers of European football, history buffs, RAF participants in the Balkan crisis in the
1990s (especially navigators) and perhaps people who have flown by EasyJet or Ryanair on holiday to such places as
Dubrovnik and Rijeka. Not for them hazarded responses such as, “Near Cambodia, isn’t it?”, “Central America?”,
“Not been to Africa, myself” and “No, it’s not Europe, it’s somewhere in Central Asia”. I concede that vivid
imagination, albeit faulty, interestingly produced “I remember reading about Rupert of Herzegovinia (note spelling
and pronunciation) a long time ago” (Good try, but it was Rupert of Hentzau, which is an 1898 novel by Antony Hope
and the sequel to The Prisoner of Zenda).
Why Herzegovina? Sue was approaching a special birthday, and since on one of my special birthdays two years
previously she had treated me to a holiday in southern Spain, a quid pro quo was on the cards. Then, in BTO News, we
saw an advert entitled Wild Herzegovina, clicked on the featured website (www.wild-herzegovina.com) and were
captivated: the tours are based in Mostar and the itineraries include routes within 100km or so radius, but these are
planned to visit several locations en route (I urge you to explore that website – it’s very well put together). Sue and I
usually drive across bits of Europe about twice a year, exploring new areas every so often, but Herzegovina is rather
more off the beaten track, and since it has serious mountains, a guided tour appealed, because it would offer local
knowledge on bird habitats, usable tracks, access without the need to yomp, and in a concentrated period. There are
also uncleared minefields…
The maximum number of customers on any Wild Herzegovina trip is 7 – that means that getting on with everyone
should be easier, and if that fails, you would only have to put up with five people to whom you will never send
Christmas cards. We attempted to improve the odds in our favour by asking long-time RAFOS friends Dick and
Daphne Yates if they’d like to join us, but trivial factors like them being in Australia when we asked and due to go to
Central America at about the projected trip timescale ruled them out, but we also asked friends who live locally, Tim
and Irene Loseby, and they accepted. Tim and Irene have been tour leaders to remote parts of Central Asia, and so
they could apply inbuilt quality assessment criteria! Fortunately, in the event, the other three who made up the seven
were easy-going company! The tour organiser and tour leader, Denis Bohm, comes from Mostar, but has lived and
worked in London for over two decades, and so has broad knowledge of the cultures of both societies. Most
important, he’s very good with people! After we had booked, we four then met Denis who was visiting the British
Bird Fair in August 2014. He’s managed to get a stand there for 2015!
Wild Herzegovina tours are dependent on airline schedules, and for 2015, both EasyJet and British Airways amended
theirs so that Denis had to rejig all the tour parties Since Sue and I would arrive by car, this wasn’t a problem, but
because after Herzegovina we were going to drive the Losebys north to Slovenia, which they had not visited before,
this meant that Tim and Irene would now fly into Dubrovnik just as the previous tour was departing from there.
Consequently Sue and I planned to reach Mostar a day earlier, so that we could travel to Dubrovnik with the 5-strong
departing tour to meet Tim and Irene. That meant that we four plus one other who also was landing at Dubrovnik on
that day, had two extra days added to our tour, now 6-13 May. The additional costs were very reasonable.
Over 16-19 April, we drove from home to Illmitz in eastern Austria, where we had a splendid time in pretty decent
mostly warm weather birding and visiting friends who live there. We then sojourned briefly in Slovenia at the B&B
where Tim and Irene would later join us, before setting off for Mostar. Now the various European countries have
differing motoring regulations, and these tend to change from year to year, which is where the AA website came in
very useful. For example, although most have a reasonably common list of items you must have in your car, Croatia
requires you to have the first-aid kit in the body of the vehicle, France requires you to carry two breath alcohol selftest kits and Bosnia-Herzegovina permits satnavs, but not where they obscure any of the driver’s vision through the
front windscreen, making windscreen mounting technically illegal. (TomTom does not cover Bosnia-Herzegovina
because the country will not sell maps to them because they are Dutch – allegedly this is because a Dutch UN
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contingent declined to intervene when Bosnians were massacred during the war in the early 1990s; Garmin is the only
satnav with coverage.)
Many insurance companies won’t cover you on your normal policy for Bosnia-Herzegovina, where it is a mandatory
requirement to submit evidence of coverage and a green card at the border. It’s a little ironic that I’ve heard so many
British complaining about these differing national regulations while also fulminating over conformity to EU
regulations as a good reason for leaving the EU… Cognitive dissonance, moi?
It was our good fortune to time our trip through Croatia just after the new toll motorway had been completed from
Zagreb in the north to a point only 30km from Mostar, roughly 500km in all for €30, but note that it’s one of those toll
roads that you have to have driven once before you drive it for the first time! At the entry point, there are no people or
tollbooths, and so if you don’t notice an unobtrusive button on the passenger side (for UK vehicles), then you can’t
press it to take a ticket …. soon the queue behind you comprises drivers striking their foreheads with the heels of their
hands! You present the ticket at your exit and pay the proportionate fee at a manned exit tollbooth.
Most Croatians avoid the motorway on cost grounds, and so your trip at this time of year is in very light traffic. In the
main holiday season, it could be jam-packed. The main saving grace is that the variety of landscapes you encounter is
considerable, and since every 8km or so there seems to be a fuel station (usually with only a few vehicles, often none),
you can pick where to take a rest. Mind you, at every rest stop there will be a couple of heavy smokers upwind of you,
outdoors or indoors! Once you leave the motorway before Mostar, the 30km journey takes almost an hour, through
many narrow country roads and small villages. Local drivers make Jeremy Clarkson look like a granny who drives
only to and from church!
We knew from Denis’s advice that our B&B accommodation, Pansion Liska, was a little way behind a certain petrol
station and the new Roman Catholic cathedral, and that it had recently been rebuilt from the ruined shell of a house
destroyed in the war. Unfortunately, the owner had put up neither sign nor street number (Kneza Mihhajla Viševića
Humskog 13), and so we spent almost 40 minutes searching for it. In our search, we often passed a rather attractive,
very posh-looking large house that was surrounded by ruined buildings and bordered on several tower blocks,
remarking as we did so “I wish it was that one!” We found that numerous locals spoke reasonable English, but only a
14-year-old girl in a group of a dozen or so said she had heard of the place we were looking for, but I thought it
prudent not to ask them to help me find it… Several elderly ladies who had lived nearby all their lives hadn’t heard of
it, nor had the nuns manning (?) the cathedral’s main door. Finally, we rang the bell on the gate to the posh house
while their fierce large dog barked savagely at us, only to find a warm welcome from Edin Udovičić (‘Eddie’ to all:
edin.udovicic@gmail.com) and his 4-year-old son Omar, who promptly leapt upon the large savage dog and turned it
into an instant puppy.

Brian, Iris, Irene,,Sue, Mike , Michael, Tim & Dennis
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MOSDAR

Eddie has a cheerful ‘can do’ attitude that ensures your stay is a happy one. Breakfast or nightcaps taken on the
elevated balcony veranda bring you splendid city centre birding – from it we heard Common Cuckoo Cuculus
canorus, Eurasian Golden Oriole Oriolus oriolus, Wryneck Jynx torquilla and Common Nightingale Luscinia
megarhyncos during the day and Tawny Owl Strix aluco and especially Eurasian Scops Owl Otus scops at night.
Perhaps the Common Myna Acridotheres tristis doesn’t count? At about 1700, a Mercedes Viano pulled up and five
sticky, weary but happy birders slowly got out and climbed the stairs up to the veranda and murdered a beer or two.
Denis, somewhat dustier than when we’d met him at the BBF, made sure no-one had left anything in the van, and
invited Sue and I to join the others at the Konoba Taurus restaurant, the tour’s dinner venue (just a short walk away,
and close to the rebuilt Mostar Bridge, which had been destroyed needlessly during the war). The food was to die for,
and quite apart from the menu, the chef would prepare individual meals for anyone with dietary restrictions or who
was faddish.
The Ancient Greeks called the region the Peninsula of Haemus, the source of the legend related by the Roman poet
Ovid, whereby Haemus and his wife Rhodope by excessive self-importance so angered the gods Zeus and Hera
(jealousy, really) that they were turned into Mons Haemus (the Balkan mountains) and the Rhodopes range, which
defines the border between modern Greece and Bulgaria. Wars and other disturbances have plagued the region since
Ancient Greek times, dividing it up in a dizzyingly number of ways according to shifting political, ethnic and religious
priorities and influences throughout recorded history, resulting in patchwork upon patchwork of local loyalties,
alliances and identities Indeed the adjective ‘balkanisation’ remains a useful descriptive metaphor. The region has
been subject to invasion and incorporation into empires from all compass directions, perhaps the most widely known
being that of the Hapsburgs, whose hegemony finally disintegrated when Archduke Franz Ferdinand’s assassination
triggered off the totally avoidable political slide into the First World War. Much of the rugged landscape inland of the
littoral is interspersed with fertile flat alluvial valleys overlying the limestone rocks that earlier had rolled down the
spectacular eroding karstic mountain slopes – these are the karst fields. Here, the word ‘field’ is used in the sense of
oil-field or coalfield – a sizeable, but defined area: for an overview of karst fields in Bosnia-Herzegovina, see
http://kraskapolja.ptice.ba/index.php/bs/naslovnica/bih.
The region suffered badly during the Second World War, stabilising as part of Yugoslavia for a time under Tito, but
broke asunder after his death, eventually suffering once again in the 1990s when Orthodox, Catholic and Muslim
groupings (and their splinters and mercenaries) in various and often inexplicable combinations skirmished, often in
chaotic fashion. The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia is but one ongoing body endeavouring
to uncover the horrors at that time. During our guided tour, we met several people who had lost family members who
had never even handled a weapon, but who had been killed simply because they were in the wrong place at the wrong
time. That guided tours, whether historical, botanical or ornithological in purpose, now take place in the region,
demonstrates in a small way the importance of bringing civic normalcy to centre stage and maintaining its presence.
Small actions such as these, free from any kind of dogma, help restore confidence and the economy in a region where
war damage will be evident for decades.
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Day 1 of our tour found us accompanying Denis and the departing group on a back road to Dubrovnik airport. Traffic
was light, the weather perfect and the Croatian border officials not overburdened. Two European Honey Buzzards
Pernis apivorus, late stragglers, were seen from the van and at a rest stop, Western Black-eared Wheatear Oenanthe
(h.) hispanica (the pale-throated morph was seen more often than the dark-throated morph), Corn Bunting Emberiza
calandra and Wryneck (common summer breeders). We met up with Tim and Irene soon after we reached the airport,
and with another cheery couple, Iris (pronounced ‘irr-iss’, for she was born in Germany) and Brian, but we had to wait
until Michael Gardner’s delayed flight arrived. Michael is a keen and knowledgeable sound recordist, having had
many birdsong recordings accepted by the British Library, and has travelled to many remote parts of the world. On
our return to Mostar, we visited the Popovo Polje karst field which produced Montagu’s Harrier Circus pygargus,
Eurasian Hoopoe Upupa epops, Little Bittern Ixobrychus minutus (good spot by Tim), Woodchat Shrike Lanius
senator, Alpine Chough Pyrrhocorax graculus, Eastern Subalpine Warbler Sylvia cantillans ssp albistriata (The
split was into Western, Eastern and Moltoni’s in Svensson 2013), Cirl Bunting E. cirlus and Black-headed
Bunting E. melanocephala. That evening, at another superb meal at the Konobo Taurus Denis ate with us and
introduced us all to the restaurant staff, but on subsequent nights left us to gell as a group, joining us again at the endof-tour party! (Note that each day has its own outline map, annotated by Denis)
Eddie’s triumphal arrival on his bicycle with the freshest possible bread allowed us an ample continental breakfast on
the balcony patio on Day 2 before we headed out to the nearby (as might be adduced from the name) Mostarsko Blato
karst field, which was large, but only a third of the size of that at Popovo Polje. The track along the eastern side was
elevated above the distant power lines, on which we encountered a migrant flock of Red-footed Falcon Falco
vespertinus, the deep grey-black of the males almost glowing in the sunlight. Systematic scanning via bins and scope
produced numerous late migrant Ruff Philomachus pugnax, skulking Ferruginous Duck Aythya nyroca, the first of
many Pygmy Cormorants Microcarbo pygmaeus, Tawny Pipit Anthus campestris and rising in a thermal beyond a
small hill in the middle of the flat karst field, Short-toed Snake Eagle Circaetus gallicus, five Common Cranes
Grus grus, a dozen White Stork Ciconia ciconia and a Northern Goshawk Accipiter gentilis! The valley was alive
with birds, one of the commonest seen being Red-backed Shrike Lanius collurio. The drill was that Denis would
drop us so that we could wander along the track to where he had parked, and often this was where he was busy
photographing plants or birds, all of which he could relay their natural history and status. He would then drive a little
further to drop us off again, this leapfrog method allowing us to cover a lot of ground.
After an excellent lunch in a riverside restaurant, Vrelo Borak (‘Vrelo’ means ‘source of the river’; Borak is the local
area on the outskirts of Siroki Brijeg town), we nailed Marsh Tit Poecile palustris by call, saw and heard numerous
European Bee-eaters Merops apiaster, many keeping a wary eye open for Eurasian Hobby F. subbuteo, heard and
saw European Green Woodpecker Picus viridis quite often and tried to pick out the songs of small birds amid a
chorus of purring European Turtle Dove Streptopelia turtur, Eurasian Golden Oriole and Common Nightingale.
Red-rumped Swallow Cecropis daurica is thinly widespread, but the plethora of abandoned small concrete buildings
provide an adequate substitute for their normal nesting sites of below rock overhangs where they build their bedpanshaped mud nests. By now, the whole group had caught up with European Serin Serinus serinus, Spanish Sparrow
Passer hispaniolensis, Black Redstart Phoenicurus ochruros and Spotted Flycatcher Muscicapa striata. Our return
route was on the opposite side of the karst field, where we ambled along the track of a disused railway, where we
gazed down on a distant Woodchat Shrike Lanius senator and on a much closer Hermann’s tortoise Testudo h.
hercegovinensis almost under our feet, as it silently cursed the concrete-slab cable conduit that blocked its path. What
a dinner that night!
Again, although it was breezy, the weather was superb on Day 3, which would take us into the mountains for the first
time. Heading north and northwest to Potoci, we headed right to the narrow partly-cultivated Humilišani valley which
followed a stream for some 2km. At the top end, paths led up through mixed forest to views down escarpments; in the
clearings we found a group of European Crested Tit Lophophanes cristatus, in the conifers calling Firecrest
Regulus ignicapillus and Common Treecreeper Certhia familiaris, and over the open spaces, singing Woodlark
Lullula arborea. Near the track that transits the karst field, a pair of Lesser Grey Shrike Lanius minor on territory
caused other passerines to sound the alarm - European Serin, Common Linnet Linaria cannabina and Willow Tit
Poecile montanus. At the very end of this walk, we finally turned up a lifer for several of our group, Sombre Tit P.
lugubris, which displayed vigorously around us in open fields and on thin trees. Our companion for this jaunt was a
friendly local dog that really wanted to join us when we eventually got back into the van!
As the van climbed to more rugged landscapes towards the Nevesinjsko Polje karst field at 900m asl, the default
species in any scrubby area was Lesser Whitethroat Sylvia curruca. Along these partly-surfaced roads, many tracks
lead off from them, but because Denis had spent so much time reconnoitring beforehand, he knew which tracks were
most likely to be profitable in our search for birds, and so a couple of excursions led us to Tree Pipit Anthus trivialis,
Eurasian Siskin Spinus spinus, Ortolan Bunting Emberiza hortulana and Rock Bunting E. cia. However, a major
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surprise to most was to hear calling Corncrake Crex crex in several locations in damp grassy areas at 1200m asl!
However, Sue and I have seen and heard the species in Slovakia calling in similar habitat at 1100-1300m. Perhaps
more expected at this altitude was Common Rock Thrush Monticola saxatilis, males splendid in the sun, bright
rufous-orange and blue, but common lower-altitude species also were numerous at this level, which suggests that food
was plentiful enough to support many territories: Whinchat Saxicola rubetra, Mistle Thrush Turdus viscivorus and
Black-eared Wheatear. On our return route we had a late Western Osprey Pandion haliaetus and our first Purple
Heron Ardea purpurea, usually easy to find!
Our journey had taken us northeast and then south, and now we headed west back towards Mostar, entering it from the
south in a short diversion in the city to the four-lane Novi Put (New Bridge) over the River Neretva. Beneath this
bridge, Denis had found a small colony of Pallid Swift Apus pallidus. Fortunately, roadworks had blocked off a
number of the access roads, enabling us to park on the bridge and scan the skies at our leisure. We were gambling on
the birds returning to roost, for mostly they disappear to feed for long periods, and so we had time to look for other
species. Inevitably along the bushy banks beneath a precipice of buildings a number of Grey Wagtail Motacilla
cinerea flitted busily, but quite unexpected were several Eurasian Crag Martin Ptyonoprogne rupestris swooping in
on insects just a few metres from us, initially making us (almost) call them out as the target species! However, one
sighting seemed too far-fetched to put in a novel, and that was a male Blue Rock Thrush Monticola solitarius, in far
from typical habitat – perched on a floodlight at an abandoned tennis court, level with our eyes, but at around 50m asl,
it was far below its breeding grounds of hills up to 700m! Then, just before we decided to come back another time,
several Pallid Swifts appeared, their scream being distinct in pitch and timbre from that of the nearby Common Swifts
A. apus. Our euphoria was sustained that evening by a sumptuous repast!
Day 4 was devoted to exploring the River Neretva hinterland from where its alluvial valley broadened to its delta, a
Ramsar Site, on the Adriatic, marked by another return to Croatia. Near the Neretva delta, the woods and dense scrub
at the edges of the fields, streams and reedbeds were home to large numbers of small passerines. In one avenue of
trees, mixed flocks of House (Passer domesticus), Spanish and Tree (P. montanus) Sparrows provided a cacophony
that drowned out almost everything else! A little further away, several Wryneck were singing, Red-backed Shrike
were scanning for prey, European Turtle Doves were purring, Zitting Cisticola Cisticola juncidis pinged
relentlessly, Little Stint Calidris minuta fed at the brackish creek edges, Whiskered Tern Chlidonias hybrida
patrolled the watercourses and Mediterranean Gull Ichthyaetus melanocephalus called overhead. Nearer the main
Neretva outlet, Grey Plover Pluvialis squatarola fed in the shallows amid wing-drying Pygmy Cormorants and
Ruddy Turnstone Arenaria interpres but our attention was drawn to two birds roosting far out on the heatshimmering sandbanks. A Croatian birder known to Denis appeared and advised where to go to get the best view.
Eventually, we could discern the large red bill of Caspian Tern Hydroprogne caspia and the stout black bill of Gullbilled Tern Gelochelidon nilotica! Two misnomers dutifully appeared on the westward upstream loop along the
Neretva, Bearded Tit Panurus biarmicus (IOC class it as being a monotypic genus in the family Panuridae, but HBW
12 includes with the parrotbills in the family Paradoxornithidae, which hints at how difficult it is even today to tease
out its relationships even with the help of advanced DNA techniques) and Penduline Tit Remiz pendulinus in the
family Remizidae. Neither species is closely related to the Paridae, the true tits/chickadees.
After we had crossed back into Bosnia-Herzegovina, we stopped near Klepci village in mid-afternoon at oxbows
formed when the Neretva was free to meander. On the numerous scrub-topped shingle banks, Common Sandpiper
Actitis hypoleucos for once lived up to its name, Common Ringed Plover Charadrius hiaticula and Little Ringed
Plover C. dubius scooted around, the former as stragglers or non-breeders, the latter as summer residents. We then
noted two tiny waders feeding in and out of a thin screen of grasses at the water’s edge, persistence with the telescopes
finally validating Tim’s call of Temminck’s Stint Calidris temminckii. We didn’t bother to mention another Ruddy
Turnstone in our ignorance of Denis’s Bosnia-Hezegovina checklist, which didn’t include it… This is one of the
pitfalls of visiting new birding areas – you don’t realise that many species with which you are familiar are scarce
elsewhere, and you simply note them down, much to the chagrin of local birders you encounter subsequently! Here
and later at the estuary, we filled a few wader gaps on our trip list, the many Ruff almost in full breeding plumage
likely being part of the northernmost breeding population, delaying their migration until the Arctic winter’s grip on
their breeding grounds loosens to allow insects and invertebrates to hatch. We had much to converse about at our
evening feast! (Post-trip note: yes, we’ve now told Denis about the second Ruddy Turnstone sighting!)
Day 5 started just south of Mostar where we visited a quarry near Buna. Here, a vast number, several thousand at
least, of Sand Martin Riparia riparia pairs had their nest-holes, but nearby about 500 European Bee-eater nestholes were occupied, the two species benefitting from many eyes watching for ground or airborne predators. The
spectacle was simply so stunning that we didn’t realise until we had begun the climb up to Podveležje Plateau
southeast of Mostar that we hadn’t eaten yet that morning! In the tiny Podvelež village at 650m asl we had an
astonishingly good Moslem breakfast in Motel Sunce. The local honey was amazing. Here, courtesy and kindness
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abounded, all the more remarkable considering the owner had lost a son in the war. A drizzly overcast and an
importunate wind quickly made intrepid birders into wimps, but I pressed on up the track in the gathering gloom to
find and photograph Eurasian Golden Oriole, although the light was pretty bad. We then headed to Buna village
back down on the plain to Motel Kolo where our tables were just above the river (about 5cm above, actually) where
the meanders were enshrouded by the bankside trees – this was the life! Still, we had to bestir ourselves on what now
was a warm, placid afternoon, Denis taking us essentially to the opposite bank from our lunch location, but it’s a
1.6km drive to a well-wooded picnic area, where we delighted in cooperative Wryneck and Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker Dryobates minor in its nest-hole (Note recent change of genus!
We headed up the road east of Mostar, the clouds thinning to nothing, and as we came off the main road down a short
track, we stepped out into hot dry air. Slowly we walked up a fairly gentle slope, first on a track through dense bushes
and scrub, finding Red-backed Shrike, Woodchat Shrike and Eastern Orphean Warbler Sylvia crassirostris, the
last finally showing well to everyone after a deal of patience.
Above the main scrub line, we fearless four followed Denis up a not so gentle grassy slope, Michael Gardner
remaining behind to record Eastern Subalpine and Eastern Orphean Warbler calls, and Iris and Brian had become
absorbed in the hugely varied flowering plants on that hillside. The apex of the slope dropped away to the right
forming a steep narrow rocky valley and a sheer cliff, whose top merged into a precipitous mountainside that levelled
out somewhat into a varying series of block-like boulders high above us. A harsh call from amongst these distant
boulders some 400 metres away caused some frantic searching, but taking pity on us no doubt, the guilty party, a
Rock Partridge Alectoris graeca, strutted into sight. I managed a digiscope image or two, just as a piercing whistle
from roughly the same direction manifested itself as a Western Rock Nuthatch Sitta neumayer! Again, a few distant
digiscope images were possible, fortunately. The Rock Partridge is one of several species that closely resemble each
other, but which have diverged to occupy different habitats; it has a fairly restricted distribution. Like Red-legged
Partridge A. rufa and Chukar A. chukar, it has been bred for sporting interests and often introduced deliberately or
accidentally into several locations, the only persistent translocation I know of being in Lebanon. We set off back
towards Mostar, but diverted briefly into the Drezanka Canyon, another steep-sided valley with a rushing stream
holding a good White-throated Dipper Cinclus cinclus population, but also gave us the only Eurasian
Sparrowhawk Accipiter nisus record of the trip. For once, we got back to Mostar mid-afternoon, giving us all a little
time to explore the Old Town and do some gentle tourist things, including standing on and later taking photos of the
wonderfully restored Old Bridge, before we all met up again for some fine culinary delights!
North into the mountains on Day 6, firstly to Drezanka Canyon, where the River Drezanka emerges from its
underground traverse of the mountains, we found the local restaurant closed due to a family bereavement – we had to
find an ad hoc venue. A quick jaunt on to the narrow iron footbridge above the pellucid water was enlivened by a
stylish display by a White-throated Dipper and by a small flock of goats ushered across the walkway by a not-solonely goatherd – well, he was quietly spoken! We returned to the main road that goes towards Sarajevo, paralleling
the River Neretva’s transit through artificial reservoirs in a steep-sided valley twisting and turning amid spectacular
montane scenery, but halted at Jablanica.
Our delayed coffee was in a restaurant almost overlooking the site one of the epic, but under-reported battles of World
War II. Here, the Battle of the Neretva took place, when 18 000 Partisans were trapped on the far side of the ravine by
150 000 Germans and their allies in 1943. The Partisans blew up the only remaining bridge over the ravine, a railway
bridge, which caused the German Army to think that the Partisans would retreat north along the bank, but instead, the
Partisans managed to construct a wooden surface upon the wreckage in 19 hours in a way that let them cross, German
aerial reconnaissance having been duped into thinking the bridge had been rendered totally destroyed, By the time the
Germans had reacted, the bridge was fully destroyed by the Partisans, helped quite a bit by the Luftwaffe bombing it
after they had crossed. The Partisans withdrew in good order, but the Germans could not follow, and lost many troops
on the withdrawal. The Partisan organisation remained intact, and never again would the German forces have the
opportunity of defeating the Partisans. Ironically, the spectacular wreckage that adorns the ravine is not the original
bridge, but is the post-war replacement bridge, which was blown up for a movie in 1969 after the railway had closed!
We then headed west, following the course of the Doljanka until the road crosses a watershed south into Blidinje
Natural Park, a gently ascending plain at some 1190m asl. Tree Pipit appeared, filling the lists of those who missed it
previously. Making belated appearances were Common Woodpigeon Columba palumbus and European Robin
Erithacus rubecula, both evidently finding the partly-farmed plain bordered by wooded hills to their liking. At the end
of the plain is Lake Blidinje, well over a kilometre in diameter, and a refuge for passing waterbirds, Great Crested
Grebe Podiceps cristatus being resident. Beyond the lake, we climbed on a track towards Mount Cvirsnica, where at
1450m asl we discovered Northern Wheatear Oenanthe oenanthe and Ring Ouzel Turdus torquatus. The endless
series of breathtaking landscapes can be overwhelming, but suffice it to say that it would take a true obsessive not to
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be in an elevated state of wonder from beginning to end. From every second clump of bushes, a Lesser Whitethroat
sang or raged, the variety of sounds teasingly suggesting more than one species was present. We managed to fight off
the soporific effects of fresh mountain air and glorious sunshine that evening to down the savoury victuals in the
Konoba Taurus restaurant!
The last full day, Day 7 of our adventure, was splendidly arranged in essentially a winding down format. First, Denis
took us just past Blagaj to show us the Tekija u Blagaju (in English, the Blagaj tekke, tekke being an obscure English
word – yes, it’s in the OED - for a monastery populated by dervishes!) Across the river, what looked like a largish
restaurant-hotel was the home of Whirling Dervishes, but nobody was in sight, let alone rotating. However, the main
ornithological interest was that the cliff above the river’s exit from the mountain held a breeding colony of about 50
pairs of Alpine Swifts Tachymarptis melba. The air was filled by whirling birds, some coming within inches of us at
eye-level or lower over the river’s surface, some in screaming, swooping squadrons all the way up the cliff face, yet it
was next to impossible to get more than a few in the viewfinder and in focus at the same time.
The rest of the day centred around the Hutovo Blato marshlands which comprise a Ramsar Site and a BirdLife IBA.
The reserve comprises two lakes, Deransko Lake fed by the River Krupa ,and Svitavsko Lake, a dammed waterbody
whose level is normally above that of the other lake, but which drains into the Krupa. The River Krupa is an oddity in
that it sometimes flows in the opposite direction when Adriatic tides are high or heavy rainfall raises the water levels
in the surrounding flat fields and marshes. We spent the morning along the banks enclosing Svitavsko Lake, Pygmy
Cormorant, Little Bittern, Western Great Egret Ardea alba, Gadwall Anas strepera, Garganey A. querquedula
and Red-crested Pochard abounded, Common Pochard Aythya farina showed itself, and in the riverine woodland
along the Krupa bank, Squacco Heron Ardeola ralloides was a star turn, but top of the bill were the Penduline Tit
males that escorted us through their territories, sometimes zipping past us within arm’s length. Three Western Cattle
Egret Bubulcus ibis observed near the end of this stroll may be the nucleus of a range extension; in this fertile
flatland, they could well thrive. This walk alone would be worth several days of patient exploration, as a short rest and
snack in a sheltered riverside dell showed, Eastern Subalpine Warblers sounding the alert whenever any of the
numerous Common Cuckoos came close, and some of the many species of local damselfly (there are more than 20)
puttered around. Lunch involved another country, as at Metković we crossed into Croatia to lunch in the village of
Prud at the Konoba Vrilo restaurant, about 12km from Hutovo Blato. Not only was the food good, so were the two
Short-toed Eagles that rode the breeze across the low nearby limestone ridge!
We returned to Hutovo Blato in the afternoon, but to the grounds of Hotel Park on the west shore of Deransko Lake,
where we took a boat trip via the long channel through the reedbeds to explore the vast expanse of the waterbody. It’s
an enchanting place where many water plants, surface, submergent and emergent, thrive in patterns of anchored
growth. During migration periods, enormous numbers of waterfowl and long-legged hunters of fish, amphibians and
reptiles gorge themselves here for the next legs of their journeys. Black Tern Chlidonias niger and White-winged
Tern C. leucopterus bounced around us pausing to pick up a dragonfly or even a small fish venturing incautiously
near the surface. It was a most relaxing way to end our last day, yet on our return, we flushed five Glossy Ibis
Plegadis falcinellus, which colonised here in 2012. We thought a fine last highlight of the trip, only to find a splendid
immature White-tailed Sea Eagle Haliaeetus albicilla lazily crossing our course as we approached the reedbeds! That
evening Denis joined us in the Konoba Taurus for, needless to say, a veritable banquet!
The next morning, minds spinning from an utterly amazing week that has been tremendous value for money, and after
everyone had said their goodbyes to Eddie and Omar, Denis prepared to set off with Iris, Brian and Michael to
Dubrovnik, and I drove Sue, Tim and Irene up to Slovenia, which is a story to be told another day. We crossed the
Danube-Sava-Kupa line mentioned in the subtitle as we went. What is it? Well, Belgrade, the capital of Serbia, is on
the Danube, which flows into the Black Sea after crossing Romania, but the Sava, whose source lies close to the
borders of Austria and Italy in Slovenia, joins the Danube at Belgrade after marking the northern border of BosniaHerzegovina: the Kupa, rising in Croatia as the Kolpa in the last mountain range before the Adriatic, follows the
border with Slovenia before edging east to join the Sava in northern Croatia. The Austria-Hungarian Empire long
regarded the territory north of this line as their fiefdom and the territory south of it as where they, and no one else
(especially its occupants), had every right to meddle, suppress, or to form alliances. Simple, isn’t it?
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Panama – Forests, Mountains, Wetlands, and of course the Canal
By Dick Yates – Photos by Dick Yates and Pete Gray
Many members have been to Costa Rica and experienced the wonderful birds that it has to offer, but have you considered Panama? Bridging the gap between Central and South America Panama boasts a bigger bird list than Costa Rica
and offers several South American species that do not get as far north as Costa Rica.
We visited Panama between 1st and 17th April 2015 with Peter and Jenny Gray and we travelled with an outfit called
Birding Panama run by Alfredo Scott. When planning the trip I visited a number of in country ground agents to see
what they could provide and Alfredo proved to be the best option for a reasonable price. The Canopy Tower is the
best known company but they are pretty pricey, about $1000 each more than Alfredo. We based our itinerary on one
that Peter Tithecotte had drawn up for a trip in 2012, which unfortunately he was not able to run. However, with a
few modifications it suited us very well. We did not go right down to the Columbian border in the Darien region but
we did get up to the highlands bordering Costa Rica. The trip lasted 17 days and concluded with a very interesting
half day visit to the Canal at the Miraflores Locks.
But let’s start at the beginning. On 1 Apr we flew from Bristol to Panama City with KLM, via Amsterdam, arriving in
late afternoon. (We had a long wait in Amsterdam which was a bit of a pain but unavoidable.) On arrival, the transport that Alfredo had arranged was waiting for us and took us on the 30 minute drive from Tocumen Airport to the
Albrook Inn, which is on the south-western outskirts of Panama City. At the inn we were met by Alfredo and by the
time we had booked in, got to our rooms and settled in it was time for a beer, early dinner and bed after our nearly 20
hour day.
2 - 3 April - The Albrook Inn. Next morning we were up at 0630 and set out on the 10 minute drive to the Metropolitan Park. The Metro Park is the only tropical forest park located within a major metropolitan area in Latin America.
It is approx 655 acres of which 470 acres is semi-deciduous lowland tropical forest, about 70 years old, and the remainder is grass and younger secondary growth. It is a good place to find birds of dry and second growth forest as
well as the more widespread forest species. Our morning’s tally included Orange-chinned Parakeet and Red-crowned
Woodpecker, both fairly common everywhere, Collared Aracari, Cocoa Creeper, the handsome Blue-crowned Motmot, Red-throated Ant-Tanager, Keel-billed Toucan, Southern Bentbill, Rufous-breasted Wren, Long-billed Gnatwren, White-shouldered Tanager and a couple of passage migrants - Bay-breasted and Tennessee Warbler. We
returned to the Inn for breakfast about 0930.
After breakfast we visited a small wetland area within walking distance of the hotel. Highlights here included Western, Spotted and Solitary Sandpipers, Lesser Yellowlegs, Southern Lapwing, Little Blue and Tri-coloured Heron and
Blue winged Teal and Black-bellied Whistling Ducks. On the return walk Alfredo spotted a Gray-lined Hawk and we
had good views in the scope. After a late lunch and short siesta we returned to the Metro Park, where Short-tailed
Hawk, Squirrel Cuckoo, White-necked Puffbird, Streaked Flycatcher and Streaked Saltator were spotted, along with
better views of Southern Bentbill. But for me the bird of the day was the Long-billed Gnatwren, often a hard bird to
see. During the odd few minutes of spare time we also birded the grounds of the hotel which offered up all the usual
suspects like Clay-coloured Thrush, House Wren and Crimson-backed, Blue-grey and Palm Tanagers, Ruddy GroundDove and Rufous-tailed Hummer. In all a satisfactory first day.
Moving away from the ornithological theme, a beastie we saw as we returned from our morning walk round the local
area was a Greater Grisson. We were walking up the road near the Albrook Inn when this chap came out of the bush
just in front of us, crossed the road and foraged in the gutter for about 10m before a passing car frightened him into
the undergrowth. Apparently, this is a pretty uncommon sighting so close to human habitation.
The following morning we headed out to the east of Panama City to the Bayano lowland forest. This is as far east as
we would get having opted to miss out the Darien area. It was about a 2 hour drive out to the Lake Bayano area and
we made few stops on the outbound and inbound legs. Water birds in this area were Cocoi and Green Herons, Great
White Egret, Magnificent Frigatebird, Common Moorhen, Anhinga and Wattled Jacana. Other birds included Blacktailed Trogon, Scaly-breasted and Snowy-bellied Hummingbirds, Yellow-headed Caracara, Red-lored Parrot, Cinnamon Becard, Masked Tityra, White-flanked Antwren, Yellow-throated Vireo, Panama Flycatcher and for me the bird
of the day, Pied Water-Tyrant. We returned to the hotel early afternoon and then paid a return visit to the local wetland and added Summer Tanager, Red-eyed Vireo, Common Tody-flycatcher, Short-tailed Swift and Southern Roughwinged Swallow to yesterday’s list.
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This map shows our route, the places we stayed and National Parks we visited
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Before breakfast the next morning we birded the hotel grounds for a couple of hours adding Thick-billed Euphonia,
Piratic Flycatcher, Golden-fronted Greenlet and Lineated Woodpecker to our list. We then checked out of the Albrook Inn, we would return at the end of the trip, en-route for the Gamboa Resort in the Soberania National Park.
4-6 April The Gamboa Resort. The Gamboa Resort is a pretty up market type place and we could hardly believe that
Alfredo had booked us here, definitely not your average birders hotel, and on check-in we all got wrist bands that indicated we were “all found” including drinks!
Our rooms were not ready yet, so after checking-in we took a tour of the quite extensive grounds of the resort and it
was here that it became apparent that Panama is not really geared up for birders. The resort boasted a bird garden with
feeders, but it was obviously not used much; a couple of broken benches, an old boot scraper that doubled as a bird
table and hadn’t been used for a long time and 2 empty nectar feeders. We asked Alfredo about it and he was quite
disappointed and a check with one of the gardeners revealed that it was hardly ever restocked with food. However, we
still got some good birds in the grounds; Barred and Fasciated Antshrike, Flame-rumped and Plain-coloured Tanager,
Variable Seedeater, Social Flycatcher, Great Kiskadee and Black-striped Sparrow. We returned to have lunch on the
deck of Los Lagartos Restaurant, one of the hotel restaurants, which overlooked the Chagres River and Panama Canal.
As we lunched we saw several ships going through the canal. In the next photo the road bridge in the foreground
crosses the mouth of the river and the earthworks in the background to the right are where part of the new canal is under construction. It cost a bit to go through as well; a cruise ship like this would be paying around $250,000.
But I digress, over lunch we watched the herons, Black-bellied Whistling-Ducks, Glossy Ibis, Purple Gallinule and
American Coot on the grass and mud flats and had a fly past by Peregrine Falcon, Osprey and Snail Kite.
After lunch we collected our bags and got into our room and about 1530 headed out to look at some ponds near the
start of the Pipeline Road. This short afternoon session brought us Rufescent Tiger-Heron, White-throated Crake,
Pied-billed Grebe, Grey Chachalaca, Garden Emerald and Violet-bellied Hummingbird, Yellow-bellied and Ruddybreasted Seedeater, Greater Ani and Buff-bellied Wren. As the light was fading we headed back to the resort to make
the most of the free drinks! We did our best to get our money’s worth, but one always had to bear in mind that
achieving that aim might not be conducive to getting up at 0600.
Next day was set aside for birding the Pipeline Road and the Panama Rainforest Discovery Centre. This area is reputedly one of the top places in Panama for the number of species to be found here, but after a full morning’s birding I
was a little disappointed to have notched up only 34 species. Not that we didn’t get any good birds. Soon after arrival
we were soon alerted to the presence of a pair of Keel-billed Toucan noisily feeding in a nearby tree and these were
followed by a raucous group of Chestnut-mandibled Toucan. The addition of Golden-collared Manakin, Purple
throated Fruitcrow and Crimson-crested Woodpecker soon got us into the swing of things. A large flock of 100+
Swainson’s Hawk was a great sight and finding Chestnut-sided, Mourning and Canada Warblers to add to our warbler
collection was nice. A trio of new Tanagers, Summer, Scarlet and White-shouldered maintained our enthusiasm and a
Western Salty Antshrike, now called Black-crowned Antshrike, led us a merry dance before we pinned him down. At
about 1000 we headed for the Discovery Centre. Again this was billed as a mecca for hummingbirds but we found
only Blue-chested Hummer, White-necked Jacobin, Long-billed Hermit and Purple-crowned Fairy – maybe I was expecting too much! However, great views of Rufous Motmot and a female Blue Cotinga made up for a lot.
We returned to Los Lagartos restaurant for a quick look around the grounds and lunch. Tropical Mockingbird and
Mangrove Swallow were added to our list and a Great-tailed Grackle joined us for lunch. We went back to the Pipeline Road in the afternoon and got some good new birds; Great Tinamou, Dot-winged and Checker-throated Antwren,
Slate-coloured Grosbeak, Broad-billed Motmot, Scarlet-rumped Cacique and Grey-headed Tanager.
The following day it was the turn of the Old Gamboa Road and the Summit Ponds. Again, all the literature said that
this was a bird rich area, but we found them hard to come by. All the common birds were in evidence and we got several new ones including Giant and Bronzed Cowbird, Lance-tailed Manakin, Boat-billed Heron, Green Kingfisher,
Blue Dacnis, Golden-hooded Tanager and Yellow-rumped Cacique. By mid-morning Alfredo reckoned that we had
exhausted the birding possibilities and our vehicle, which had been making some unnatural noises for most of yesterday, was now sounding terminal, so we returned to the resort and left Alfredo to sort it out. By mid-afternoon he
called to say a new vehicle was on its way.
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Rufous Motmot

Keel-billed Toucan

White-necked Jacobin

Great-tailed Grackle (Below)
Harpy Eagle (Bottom Left)
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We got underway shortly afterwards and as there was not much left of the day Alfredo said he would take us to the
Summit Nature Park just across the road from the entrance to Gamboa Road. London Zoo it is not, but we did see
their Harpy Eagle and even in captivity this magnificent bird is worth seeing – huge and handsome.
7-9 April - Park Eden Guesthouse – El Valle. We left Gamboa on the morning of 7 Apr to drive to El Valle in the Anton Valley, a region billed as cloud forest. On the way we stopped at the Cerro Campana National Park. Just over an
hour’s drive out of Panama City at an altitude of about 800m this was the first national park in Panama, established in
1966. Having stopped at the Park HQ to get our tickets we drove to the start of the trail.
We did the blue route, Sendero Panama, about 3km, parking at the right hand end, walking the route and then back
along the road. Birds were again hard to find, but we did manage White-vented Plumeleteer, Hepatic and Tawny
crested Tanager, Dusky-capped and Yellow-margined Flycatcher, Rufous-capped Warbler, Thick-billed Euphonia,
Spotted Woodcreeper, Slaty-tailed Trogon, Yellow-bellied and Lesser Elaenia and Blue & White Swallow. When we
got back to the vehicle we noticed this sign on a gate just up a side track and it wasn’t long before the reason for it appeared and started kicking up a heck of a racket and looking very fierce.

But we needn’t have worried, this wee chap turned up and said he would protect us - great relief all round!

Trail Map and our Guide, Alfredo

Our ‘House’ at Park Eden Guesthouse

Entrance to the Gaital NP trail
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We continued on to the small town of El Valle where we had lunch and then checked into the Park Eden Guest House,
a very pleasant establishment with lovely grounds. For the rest of the afternoon we birded the garden and local area
picking up Ringed Kingfisher, White-lined Tanager, Red-legged Honeycreeper and Baltimore Oriole.
Next day we went a little higher to the Gaital NP where we spent the day. Most frustrating bird of the day was Whitebreasted Wood-Wren. We must have spent well over an hour trying to see this bird, we could hear it calling almost
continuously but it never showed itself. Mind you, nor did the Nightingale Wren, but at least he had the decency to
stop teasing us after about 10 minutes and was not heard again. However, we did get a few new birds; Black-chested
Jay, Yellow-faced and Blue-black Grassquit, Dusky Antbird, Bananaquit, which is not nearly as common in Panama
as it was in Costa Rica, White-tipped Pigeon, the oh so graceful Swallow-tailed Kite, Roadside Hawk, Green Hermit,
Silver-throated Tanager, Rufous Piha and Grey-necked Wood-Rail.
The following day we had fed into the programme as a ‘taking it easy day’. So after a lie in and a leisurely breakfast
we did a bit of casual birding in the guesthouse gardens and found a roosting Common Paraque and a Streak-headed
Woodcreeper. After lunch Peter and I paid another short visit to Gaital NP again where Chestnut-headed Oropendola
was a new bird.
For our final morning in El Valle Alfredo had arranged to meet up with a local birder colleague called Mario and we
joined his group who were walking up a small road on the outskirts of town. It had rained overnight and was still
pretty overcast, but dry, and the first bird was a rather bedraggled looking Long-billed Starthroat, followed by Yellowcrowned Euphonia and Yellow-throated Vireo; and as the sun started to break through the cloud a very bold Mountain
Elaenia perched on a fence in good photographic range.
Other new birds for us were Blue-headed Parrot, Eastern Kingbird, Shiny Cowbird and a flyover, with good views, of
a Zone-tailed Hawk. Mario then took us to the garden of a friend that had some mature trees, flower borders and a
pond. Some nice birds here but the only new one was Muscovy Duck. From there we went to an area of woodland
and got my star bird of the day Rosy Thrush-Tanager, along with White-vented Plumeleteer and Rufous-breasted
Wren. It was then time to return to the guesthouse, pick up our bags and head off to Santiago, our night stop on the
way up to the highlands on the Costa Rica border.
10 April – The Hacienda Inn, Santiago. A quick word here on the Pan-American Highway that runs the length of
Panama. The bit we did from Panama City to near the Costa Rica border, about 450km, is a road construction site almost the whole way and I have never seen so much heavy plant machinery in my life. The leg from El Valle to Santiago is only about 150km but it took us a good 3-4 hours and by the time we got there we were exhausted, but the
300km the next day were a nightmare.

11-13 April – Bambito Lodge, Nr Volcan. However, nightmares do come to an end and by early afternoon we were
checking into the very nice Bambito Lodge.
We dropped our bags and set out to visit the Quetzales NP. At just under 2000m this NP is famous for its population
of Resplendent Quetzal and almost as soon as we entered the park we heard one calling.
A search in the trees just below the canopy revealed 2 birds and the male is as resplendent as its name suggests.
Daphne and I had seen a female on our trip to Costa Rica 2 years earlier but not the male. Unfortunately, the light was
quite poor but Pete managed to get this pretty good shot of it.
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Mountain Elaenia

Long-billed Star-throat

Green Violet-ear

White-throated Thrush
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Our walk through the park also gave us Slaty Flower-piercer, Spot-crowned Woodpecker, Volcano Hummingbird,
White-throated Mountain Gem, Swainson’s Thrush, Wilson’s Warbler, Yellow-thighed Finch, Black-cheeked Warbler, Collared Redstart, Ruddy-capped Nightingale-Thrush, Tufted Flycatcher, White-naped Brush-Finch and, on our
trip back to the lodge, Black Phoebe. All in all a very good day despite the drive.
Early next morning it was back to look for more Quetzal and during the next 2 hours we saw 4 more – 2 males and 2
females. Again, we got good views through the scope but the light was so poor that photography was a non-starter.
We continued to walk up the trail and were rewarded with Grey-breasted Wood-Wren, we had heard it calling the previous day but no sightings, Flame-throated Warbler, Flame-coloured Tanager, Streak-breasted Treehunter, Black
faced Solitaire, Long-tailed Silky-Flycatcher and Slate-throated Redstart. It started to rain so Alfredo suggested that
we visit the Finca Dracula Orchid Garden, a 12 hectare site that boasts over 2000 species of orchid. We had a very
interesting talk about orchids, different types and how to propagate them etc, from a young lady and then we were free
to wander round the garden.
It was now time for a late lunch and still raining a bit so we beat a retreat to the Quetzal Lodge. The lodge had nice
grounds and a couple of nectar feeders which offered us Violet Sabrewing and Green Violet-Ear.
The rain stopped and after lunch we set off down-hill stopping at a couple of likely looking spots beside the river. The
best of these offered us White-throated Thrush, American Dipper, Yellow-throated Euphonia and Band-tailed Pigeon.
13 April, the day of the rains, we started off by visiting Amistad International Park, international because it runs
across the Costa Rica border and is shared by both countries. It was really chucking it down with rain and it was now
that I discovered my deliberate mistake – my waterproof jacket was only a pair of trousers. We walked a short distance but I was getting soaked through so I headed back to the van, and it wasn’t long before the rest pulled the plug
and joined me. We headed back to the Bambito stopping on the way at a bridge where we had a brief glimpse of Torrent Tyrannulet the day before; and today we got great views of a small family group feeding on the rocks in the river.
By latish morning the rain stopped and we took a walk through the lodge grounds and it proved very worthwhile offering up Cherie’s Tanager, Acorn Woodpecker, Sulphur-bellied Flycatcher, Dark Pewee, Buff-throated Foliage
Gleaner, Scarlet-thighed Dacnis, Paltry Tyrannulet and a pair of Blue-throated Toucanet who were into a bit of nest
raiding and getting a hard time from the owners, one of the Tanagers I think.
This was our last day at Bambito so we had to have another crack at Amistad NP. We arrived mid-afternoon and it
was just drizzling so we pressed on, eventually reaching the deserted Admin HQ. However, it was worth going, we
saw Magnificent Hummingbird Ruddy Treerunner, Mountain Thrush, Yellowish Flycatcher and Eastern Peewee. This
bird is almost identical to Western Peewee, usually identified by call, and much rarer in Panama, so we sorted it out by
playing the calls for both and it responded enthusiastically to the Eastern Peewee call. I love it when a plan comes
together.
Peter & Jenny outside the Park HQ

14th April – The Hacienda Inn. Today we were going back to Santiago but on the way we spent the morning at the
Volcan Lakes. These are a group of 3 small lakes at about 1300m and the track into them passes through small farms
and orchards and gave us the chance to see a completely different habitat. During the walk we collected a list of 50
species of which 11 were new and these were Eastern Meadowlark, Scaled Pigeon, Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Red
faced and Pale-breasted Spinetail, Golden-crowned Warbler, Western Tanager, Willow/Alder Flycatcher, it is virtually
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impossible to tell these apart and they are known as ‘Trails flycatchers’ as they are a passage migrant to Panama; a
new wader for us was Northern Jacana; Scintillant Hummingbird and a flock of Cliff Swallow with embedded Barn
Swallow. Around 1100 we set out for Santiago collecting Pearl Kite and House Sparrow at our comfort stop. We got
back to the Hacienda Inn around 1700, tired, hot, bum sore and gasping for a cold beer.
A few words about the Hacienda Inn: the place is an assault on the visual senses. The owner, a Mexican lady, is obsessed by all things Spanish and has her own distinct ideas of what ‘Spanish’ is.
This is the lobby, and the sink in our room. All very colourful!

15 April – Albrook Inn. On the way back to the Albrook Inn we called in at a large wetland called Las Macanas NP, a
Pacific coast wetland. Unfortunately it was practically dry and the vast collection of water birds was nowhere to be
seen. However, we did get a few new species. White Ibis and Great Blue Heron showed well along with a few others
we had seen before. Away from the water a Ferruginous Pygmy Owl was causing a bit of a stir in the nearby trees, a
Rufous Peppershrike put in a brief appearance and we completed the Ani set with Smooth Billed. Two new raptors
were Savannah Hawk and Lesser Yellow-headed Vulture. It was baking hot, 32oC according to the temperature gauge
in the van, so we jumped back into the aircon and headed back to Panama and the Albrook Inn for a swim and a beer.
16 April – Albrook Inn. This was our last full day and we had booked a visit to the Miraflores Locks on the canal and
a visit to the foreshore in the city; but first another early visit to the Metro Park. Only 2 new birds, Rufous and White
Wren and the best find Green Shrike Vireo, Alfredo had only seen this bird once in Panama. We also heard Whitebellied Antbird but couldn’t track him down.
About 1000 we set out for the canal. OK, so this is definitely a tourist bit but it is worth a visit. Each chamber of the
lock is 330m long by 33.5m wide and the sight of a huge vessel squeezing through those little locks is fascinating. In
the widest of the chambers there is less than 60cm clearance on each side as the ship is pulled through by 4, 6 or 8
electric locomotives called ‘mules’. The job of the mule is to keep the vessel moving through the lock at a maximum

Waiting for the chamber to fill

Lock gate opening
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of 3MPH while stopping it from colliding with the side walls. We were fortunate that a vessel had just arrived at the
entrance to the lock when we got there so we were able to see its progress all the way through.

Half way through – note the 2 mules

Nearly made it

As we watched the progress of Morning Chorus through the lock Grey-breasted Martin flew around the building opposite. At around 1230 we went off to get lunch at a very nice waterside restaurant before heading for some foreshore
birding.
Down on the foreshore were a few new waders, terns and gulls; Willet, Ruddy Turnstone, Marbled Godwit, Sanderling, Laughing Gull, Sandwich and Royal Tern and of course loads of Brown Pelican.

After breakfast the next morning we said goodbye to Alfredo who was going back to his home in San Jose, Costa Rica
by BUS - back up the Pan-American Highway again for 16 hours!! We haven’t heard that he didn’t make it. We
spent the rest of the day at leisure before departing for our evening flight home.
So what did we think of Panama, as a place and a birding destination? Like most countries it has some very beautiful
parts and some not so nice and the people were always very friendly and helpful. It is still quite undeveloped as a
tourist destination and that includes as a birding destination. However, the country is trying very hard to build up its
tourist industry.
I found the birding a bit frustrating at times, despite its large bird list we found them somewhat hard to find and I was
a little disappointed with a list of about 270 in the 16 days. I guess we could have worked a bit harder at it and got a
few more, but compared to Costa Rica, where we got over 400 in a similar time it seemed a little on the low side. Of
course Daphne and I had seen a fair few of the species in Costa Rica but we did get about 60 new ones. All in all it
was a very enjoyable trip.

We found this tiny Volcano
Hummingbird where we parked the van
near Volcan Lakes. He should have been
a good deal higher up the mountain and
was looking pretty sorry himself. He
managed to fly off to some nearby
vegetation but I would be surprised if he
managed to survive.
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Some of my Favourite Birding Photography Venues – Part 1
by Scott Drinkel
I have been living at RAF Benson for 6 years now and had my DSLR camera system almost as long. Having spent
such a lot of money on it, I was under orders by the better ¼ (Donna Drinkel is very small!) to use it as often as
possible. On this subject, I did not need telling more than once and started taking photos of anything and everything I
could; butterflies, fish, aircraft, flowers, people and, of course, Birds. While this did undoubtedly allow me the
opportunity to try and expand my skills with the camera as each subject was found in very different situations and
required very different settings, it also fed my compulsive need to create, maintain and futilely, complete lists! It was
my NEED to categorically know what bird I had taken a photo of that initially led me to RAFOS back in the recent
past of 2011. Comfortable that I could approach the huge knowledge base held by the RAFOS membership, I took
every opportunity to get out and about with my camera to see what I could capture on my camera.
As they have given me a fair bit if pleasure with my hobby, I thought I would highlight a few of the places I visited
with a few words as to what I liked about the place. I am trying to focus on the areas I regard as ‘local’, places I could
comfortably get to and back from within a day and still have time to review my images, so I am looking at areas within
a rough hour and a half travel radius from my house! Where postcodes have been added, these are approximate to the
area and do not necessarily direct one to a car park for the area via sat-nav!

Benson
As stated I live on the RAF Base, in SFA. I am incredibly fortunate as the station perimeter fence is also the back
fence to my garden, meaning have a view of the fields and wildlife from my living room and garden. Of course we get
the usual suspects in the back garden, sparrows and finches, ravens and woodpigeons, but we also have some of the
more unusual (by my standards) in or over the garden. Great Spotted Woodpecker, Green Woodpecker, Fieldfare,
Sparrowhawk screaming in for a meal a couple of times, but most impressive for us are the numerous and gorgeous
Red Kites. If we do not see around 10 Red Kites a day, then something is wrong!

Ewelme Cress Beds, OX10 6HH
Ewelme is a small village near RAF Benson. The Nature reserve of the Cress Beds itself is split into 2 halves, at either
end of the village. The top half is home to the visitor centre and wildflower meadow with the river created from the
local spring flowing through the middle, enabling the cress itself to still be grown here. Mallards and moorhens a
regular patrons of the site, as well as thrushes and robins. The lower (and deeper) half of the site is much more
wooded and has deeper pools, creating a great area for Kingfisher, Water Rail, Heron, Grey Wagtail and many
dragonflies.

River Thames (Benson to Abingdon)
One of the perks of RAF Benson is the ability to hire out the Benson Boat, Merlin V (auspicious although sure it
relates to the aircraft and not the raptor!) housed at the Benson Marina. I have done so a few times and predominantly
used it to have a slow trek up the river to Abingdon and back. Whilst this is not available to all, boats can be hired
from both Benson and Abingdon, so the route can be replicated in a fashion. There are relatively few species that
provide any surprises, being on the boat provides a very different view of the birds which tend to be ‘braver’ and not
fly away as you get close. The slow pace of life experienced on the bot also compliments the relaxed birding hobby.
Grey Herons, Kingfishers, Common Terns, Mute Swans, Greylags and Canada Geese, Cormorants and Great Crested
Grebes are all prolific along the route.

Cholsey
Another village down the river from Benson, about 15 minutes away. This area is a walk alongside the river and the
route I travel is towards Reading for a couple of miles and back. The view on the walk is across fields, through
woodland, a reed bed and of course the watercourse of the Thames. Plenty of birds to see as well as butterflies and
dragonflies. My most unusual sighting patrolling this area is a released / escaped Harris’ Hawk.
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Farmoor Reservoir, OX2 9NS
Farmoor is to the west of Oxford and is a large reservoir with a slightly smaller reservoir used for water sports. There
is a route around the pair of the reservoirs and several hides just a little distance away from the large expanse of water
overlooking the river that runs alongside. Often sightings of more unusual and transitory birds that look to rest on a
big water expanse. Slovakian Grebe has been my most unusual here.

Otmoor, OX3 9UR
Otmoor is an RSPB nature reserve and has been the site of large starling murmurations. It is quite a large site covering
a variety of habitats, water, woodland, scrub etc. I have seen plenty of our raptors here, often being seen off by smaller
birds such as Lapwings. A good day out for a walk with binoculars but the route in is very tight with sharp corners and
is prone to ice in the winter (Word of warning – I have broken my car when I slipped across a tight bend at 15 mph,
breaking parts of the nearside axle, preventing me getting to Otmoor!)

Greenham Common, RG19 6HW
A huge site that has a mix of military & political history, as well as open green scrub and woodland. I have only been
here once, but it will not be the last time. Areas are still secured, such as access to the massive silos, but the runway
has been mostly removed and reclaimed by the land. Is apparently a good site for Dartford Warbler, but I have not
seen one myself (yet).

Slimbridge, GL2 7BT
Finally, I would be remiss if I did not include a RAFOS favourite. On the edge of my distance radius, Wildfowl and
Wetlands Trust (WWT) Slimbridge offers a great view of the Severn estuary. Plenty to see from the numerous hides
including various Sandpipers, close views of Water Rail, Bewick’s Swans, various waders and, probably most
famously, Common Cranes. Slimbridge has been actively involved in the Great Crane Project, restoring the population
of these glorious birds.

Scott’s picture of Red Kite - joint winner of the Best Picture prize at the 2015 AGM
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HOLIDAY ON THE BAY OF CHROSOCHU -CYPRUS 2015
By J N Wells
Debate on the annual holiday started early in 2015, as our son Ashley finished University in May after his 4 year
engineering degree. The three of us were going to take a break together this summer, as I had been on contract since
October and with only the occasional week off. The choices we were considering were between: Madeira, Portugal, a
cruise, or somewhere nice to do some sightseeing and or birding fitted in around a relaxing break. We are not ones for
long days spread-eagled cooking in the sun, or even guided bus tours. I like finding my own places and researching the
local fauna as well as the history and basically chilling out. We try not to set too many goals as I know this just
pressurises Sue and it should be a break for her too. Basically it came down to Portugal or somewhere else, as flights
to Madeira didn’t fit in around Sue’s Sunday holiday start date of 27th October. Cruises were soon discounted as Ash
wanted to do some activities. I suggested Cyprus and we found a lovely 3 bedroomed large villa and pool on the shoreline of The Bay of Chrysochou near Polis/Lakki (Laatchi as we say it), in NW Cyprus and some 12 miles from the
Akamas Peninsula, a well-studied RAFOS haunt from Bob Frost and Vic Couzens et al – See Journal Number 27 Cyprus Supplement.
AIMS [but not in any particular order]:
·

Aim 1. For us all to have a holiday.

·

Aim 2. To visit Akamas if possible, and I felt the best way of doing so was a hired Suzuki-Jeep vehicle as detailed within the RAFOS Expedition Report. This stated that the countryside and terrain were harsh and unforgiving in the heat of Cyprus. Little did I realise that even getting on the Akamas was going to prove tricky in
the heat. More of this later.

·

Aim 3. To visit some of the local historic landmarks, and places of interest.

So we let Ash plan the days out around his activities which were; sea fishing and sight-seeing [mostly heritage and
ruins] but also places of interest and natural beauty spots in the locality to the Villa we had booked through Agni
Travel. After reading the RAFOS Expedition Report we decided there was potential to book somewhere in the NW
‘Rhino-horn’ on the Island, perhaps in the NW region around Laatchi and Polis, that seemed a great location for both
sea fishing, swimming and possible snorkelling. The villa was booked and flights planned and scheduled around trains
to and from Gatwick.
As it turned out it wasn’t really a birding holiday, but I will include some highlights around the birds we saw. I
researched a little deeper after attending The Bird Fair, with Jim Bryden, Steve Heather and Martin Wightman. Jim
found some splendid local Cypriot maps and Birdlife Cyprus was also a great starting point for ideas, but quite the
most useful guide we found was ‘Finding Birds in The Birds of Southern Cyprus’ and accompanying Video by Dave
Gosney. This was very beneficial to new tourist birders of Cyprus. I had not done a tour or detachment to the island in
my 36 years of service in the RAF, so it was going to be a steep learning curve doing it all ourselves.
Flight Out and Arrival.
The train on normal service linked into the Gatwick Express is good, and a short underground between Huntingdon via
Kings Cross was smooth and hassle free. The wait at Gatwick was broken up by a little shopping and a late afternoon
meal as we knew we would be very late in at the Villa (5hrs flight +2 hours’ time difference). The hire car team were
waiting for us and the red Suzuki Jeep looked fine for the week albeit we took it in turns to drive and share the cramped
back seat.
On arrival at the villa at 01:30, 3 largish bats were hunting insects above to canopy to the front door. Not being able to
identify them positively, I would say they were a mixture of Pipistrelle and the slightly larger Daubenton’s Bat.
Needless to say it was very late, so after a brief chat we settled down for the night.
Monday-Local Day’s Recce.
Ash and I were up and about fairly early and Ash wanted a walk to see the local coastline as a recce for fishing, so we
set off on foot for the 500-800m to the shore-line at the back of the shops. In the almond and peach trees opposite was
a Grey Wagtail was hunting insects in the vegetation below the tree canopies and occasionally taking cover in the low
branches from the direct sun. I found this an odd record, as he seemed to stay local to the dry but ‘green’ plantation all
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week and this was rather odd as there was no running water nearby. Maybe in arid places such as Cyprus, Grey
Wagtails take whatever cool shady areas they can. Further down the road opposite a local play-school, I looked over a
wire fence into a small garden with orange trees, where a bright Willow Warbler was working the heads of what
looked like large Dill plants.
After the shop for essentials we made a light breakfast and birded from the pool area and upstairs balcony overlooking
the outlying fields and garden for the best part of the day. House Sparrows were numerous and a regular party of
about 15 were noisily chasing one another about all day. These were local to our villa and roosted daily nearby. A
Kestrel was seen above the open fields and fruit plantations. From here I also was able to get a good view down onto
the roses, watermelons, bananas, pomegranates, olives, limes and orange trees in the garden. Here Great Tit,
Greenfinch, Hooded Crow and Collared Dove were regular each morning. Just before 11 am a dark-phase Booted
Eagle flew right overhead, circling four times before heading up into the hills behind the villa, into what was the Gialia
part of Paphos Forest. This was the only large eagle record for the week-sadly. Parties of Feral Pigeon overflew the
gardens, and Fan-tailed Warblers chattered from the dry sticks and scrub at the bottom of an adjacent garden. A
couple of male Sardinian Warblers chattered scratchily and noisily in the adjacent Orange grove.

Villa Garden

Early on the second morning whilst visiting downstairs for a drink in the night, I pulled back the netted curtain at the
front to see 4-5 circling bats above the door canopy, probably the same colony as in the rear, but they seemed to be
taking insects off the red brick roof tiles that had been in the sun all day and were holding their warmth. At the rear of
the villa we located the bat colony exit hole and counted between 30 and 40 bats leaving as late evening brought them
out. They had plenty of trees and cover to hunt at the back of the villa. They even kept Ash awake one night, so he
moved into the third bedroom at the front of the villa. He said they were scratching below his floor, which sounded
rather disconcerting so I didn’t blame him. After a chat, discussion and decision on where we aligned the bats’ exit
holes to scratching that is the only thing that could have made the noise in the night, as it was directly below his
bedroom.
Tuesday - Baths of Aphrodite.
In the garden over breakfast we saw Goldfinch. The Fan-tailed Warblers were busy nearby again, also a bright male
Greenfinch, and a pair of noisy Magpies in the bottom garden, before taking Ash to Laatchi harbour to fish, his
planned day out.
Sue and I then set off 12 mile further up the NW coast to The Baths of Aphrodite, a well-marked and popular visitors’
beauty spot. As well as doing the ‘tourist-bit’ I decided to have a walk around the now formally laid out gardens with
its open sided bird-hide. I surmised that this was a new addition to the gardens, as the ground looked freshly levelled
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and there were freshly painted black wooden panels. It was fairly well situated within the grounds of the beauty spot,
so we sat quietly and soon enough the overgrown dense small vale did have its own birds. A pair of Spotted
Flycatchers showed well, and a pair of Great Tits moved down through the trees. Also 2 Sardinian Warblers buzzed
their way through the shrubs behind us and up the valley to our left.
A little way up the hill and twisting up the steep track and beyond the baths themselves, we located a pair of Rock
Doves. These were high up a cliff face as we walked the Akamas trail above the large campsite beneath us. It was
getting rather hot now, so we stopped and took some lunch in very small shade before walking our way back to the car.
Sadly this was to be our only brief excursion onto the reserve. I noted a few Jeeps passed us on this trail which was
rather stony and bumpy and maybe a little treacherous for us to take the car up - one for next time. Looking at the
RAFOS Journal and maps, further up the stony track was the ‘Grassy Plain’, which I did have in mind for a visit later
in the week. Sadly a week is not long enough for birding and family stuff!
Wednesday-Nea Dimmata & Pomos.
Up fairly early for Ash, who wanted to try further along the northern coastline from Agia Marina (where our villa was),
we were out searching possible fishing sites. We settled on a lovely little harbour at Pomos, on the road east via Nea
Dimmata. At Nea Dimmata, in the shoreline grass and sand dunes, we disturbed 3 Skylarks, also 30 Gannets flew in
their usual coordinated lines offshore. Just further up the coast road amongst the tall Cypress trees and shrubs we saw a
pair of Great Tit, and a single Chukar took to the air under from our feet. Also a Kestrel and numerous small flocks
House Sparrow were around human habitation, but that was all we could muster. The stone harbour breakwater had a
promontory and harbour navigation light. Here another family had located their fishing rods and tackle and were
enjoying the morning. We settled here so Ash could fish to his heart’s content for a few hours before it got too hot. As
a bonus there were nearby toilets and he had brought along his packed lunch and the essential water supplies. Later
that day near Argaka on the coast road, a Hoopoe flew across the road in front of the vehicle; sadly Sue wasn’t with us
as I was collecting Ash from Mavroli where a long jetty gave him better fishing options for a late afternoon’s sport try
to catch something for dinner. Sadly weather conditions didn’t help and his lines all got tangled in the blustery wind
that came up rapidly, so not a great late afternoon for him.
Sue and I swam and sun bathed [a little] but mostly kept to the shade. I prepped the BBQ and kept myself busy. Over
the villa, flew a Grey Wagtail, but Blue Tit and Feral Pigeon were the only other birds seen on a quiet day from the
villa as we didn’t venture further, both adults not feeling quite the 100%, which was put down to the heat. Later that
evening, just after dinner; Sue observed a Barn Owl hunting close into the villa fence-line, seen in very low light but
she managed to identify it from the light cast from the villa across the garden at 21:35. I missed him. So it was 1-1, and
a tough decision on what and who had won ‘Bird of the day’, between Sue and me. Probably the Barn Owl I would
think.
Thursday-Theletra Gorge.
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Theletra Gorge is described in Finding Birds in Southern Cyprus, south of Paphos. I had suggested it would make for a
decent day out, so we all left the villa around 10am and headed on the road south to Paphos. A short distance off the A6
it winds up into the hills before the gorge itself begins to appear in front of you and then mainly on the left hand side of
the road, but further down the road the whole area opens up into rolling hills and valleys in-front of you. The scenery
was tremendous.
.
The gorge is a known breeding site for Long-legged Buzzard and I explained we were going to need patience for
raptor watching, as it was past the breeding season and with birds there are no guarantees. A group of passerines held
our interest as they ‘contact called’ on their pass overhead. A party of 4 largish buntings, the size and shape matched
certainly a Bunting species. After hours of researching both while on holiday and here at home from the distant shots
taken at the time, I am none the wiser. The bird had a noticeable moustachial stripe that was pale if not whitish. I
reckon the bird in the photo I have is a juvenile, a bulky long bodied bunting that perched rather upright, a real shame
the photo is not quite good enough to publish or make a definitive decision on. I am torn between Cirl Bunting,
Ortolan Bunting or Cretzschmar’s Bunting (Juveniles). ‘The one that got away’!
There were small parties of other birds with 2 Sardinian Warblers making their way up the slope towards us. Further
up the terraced slopes Ash called my attention to a distant Shrike in the dry thorn bush up towards the road. With
photos taken and scope trained, he was positively identified as a juvenile Red backed Shrike.
Then soaring in front of us; a raptor with noticeable rufous tail and white inner-tail feathers, held on stiff long wings,
gliding on thermals and matching the description I was hoping for: an adult Long-legged Buzzard. It came fairly
close and Ash got a half decent record shot of the bird as he flew directly towards us for a ‘closer-view’ view of the
humans!

This held our attention for a good while as other birds of the same species were then heard and seen displaying or
probably stooping for prey. They were certainly ‘kicking-up’ plenty of the local pigeons out from their cover and
dispersing them widely, so as to escape the marauding Buzzards!
After a while we drove further along this sloped track and away from the road. There were birds in good abundance
and a Wheatear caught my eye in yellow straw-like thicket. He matched all the locally researched publicity and Collins
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Guide book for Cyprus Wheatear and likewise, this individual hung around a good while for scoped inspection, and
confirmation as such by photography and field notes.

Overhead there appeared to be a cacophony of trills and chatter, and lo and behold a flock of European Bee-eaters
were coming in on a thermal driven down by a medium-sized dark raptor harassing and chasing the group. It was a
Peregrine Falcon and his dispersed quarry were diving from side to side, plunging down into cover of the valley sides
and terraced vines on the opposite slope of the valley. I was hoping and praying he would take a pigeon and not a Beeeater and luckily his attention was drawn elsewhere as he stooped and failed or was distracted. Perhaps a juvenile
falcon he missed his chance and appeared to fly-on past, after other quarry.
The Bee-eaters eventually settled on telegraph wires in the valley and the noisy chatter between the group sounded less
stressful, but the event had split the flock, that seemed to take ages to gather their collective nerve to form up and head
off elsewhere. Overhead in profile, their silhouetted bodies made a lovely pointed shape a natural feature of beak,
wings and tail all sharp features on a splendid bird. Along this trail we also had a nice flock of 25 Goldfinch but after
3-4 hours of terrific bird watching we decided to explore more of the hinterland and continue a route through the hills.
We headed down to the valley floor to the village of Theletra, where devastated houses and the mountain terrain had
been racked by fire. The village had been the abandoned after the fire and it lay spookily quiet and completely burnt
out. The fire had ravaged the slopes as well as the village. I estimated that 95% of the structures were burnt black and
the smell of the fire and smoke and charcoaled trees and vegetation was still in the air. The completely destroyed
buildings all lay abandoned. It was eerily quiet and not a little disturbing to be honest. One or two houses looked like
they remained habitable but who could live in such desolation, with no neighbours or community and the smell of
burnt trees, vegetation with all belongings gone? What would happen to this place was my thought. How many lives
were affected by the fire and what had happened to the families that had lost everything? Not a soul was seen and the
reek of the fire hung in the air.
Back up the hill were a few undestroyed houses – maybe these were the last remnants of the community. We navigated
a narrow tracked route into nicer countryside and inhabited villages. Some tracks were single tracked through each
village and through splendidly quiet, traditional farmland. Just outside the village of Kato Akourdaleia, I called out to
the others to look ahead of the car on the single tracked road. A male Black Francolin was trotting along the verge.
He took avoiding action and hopped up the bank into the field to the left - a brief, but very lucky glimpse, of this local
endemic species. Our luck had definitely changed for the better, just getting out there and doing some local ownbirding was showing its rewards.
On towards the coast through rolling countryside into Laatchi, where a stream runs up to the sea near the harbour. We
got close views of a Kingfisher feeding, then a Yellow-legged Gull at the coast. That evening we all enjoyed the
evening meal at Laatchi Harbour in a lovely restaurant; so much more to talk about and recall on a fabulous birding
day. From our restaurant table we were treated to fairly close views of another Kingfisher hunting from the moored
boats in the jetty marina area. We discussed the days birding and sights back home over a beer and dominoes, our
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game of choice in the warm evening outside by the pool. It had been a terrific day out and we chatted on what we had
seen and enjoyed about during the best bits of the day. I love days like these when you research a day and it brings its
own birds and you make your own luck.
Friday – Polis Reed beds
Up early as the lark, I took Ash for some fishing off the headland at Laatchi then I could bird the reed beds at Polis
after dropping him off. It was a very warm morning, so much so that even just walking in the open sun was very hard
work, let alone carrying a scope, camera and binoculars as well as essential water and a light packed snack or two. I
followed the valley river bed out of Polis and on the quiet back road adjacent to the B7 but also listed as a site in
Finding Birds in Southern Cyprus. Polis reed beds are listed as good for Herons; there were good numbers of
passerines around, mostly seeking out insects in the dry field edges, but a walk in to the very tall, dense reeds
themselves produced Cetti’s Warbler, Willow Warbler, and another Long-legged Buzzard, high up in a willow tree,
which was unexpected. Reading the literature the Buzzards do frequent the coastal arable areas. This was a full adult
so he seemed to know his way around. Shortly afterwards he took-flight and looked to head up the valley and back
inland towards the mountainous terrain. New birds were proving hard to spot, but three Crested Larks were a nice
addition. These birds were on the very dry caked river bed and I guess searching the low-growing vegetation certainly
unseen by me, before they got airborne not 6 feet in front of me as I searched the river bed in baking heat. The fields
were very dry, so I headed to the fruit groves and back road. The cover was very good for passerines with Chiffchaff
aplenty, each one being checked scrupulously for different identification features such as eye stripes or double wing
bars. After collecting Ash it was mid-afternoon so we relaxed by the pool and took some good close up shots of Redbacked Shrike, Spotted Flycatcher and Iberian Chiffchaff from the villa garden and upstairs balcony. A large lizard
came out and baked himself whilst sat on a clay building block. We took some distant photos of him - he was about 1
foot long.

Spotted Flycatcher
Saturday - Agios Mamas (Monastery) & Paphos Town and Harbour
Ash had researched a little bit of the history of the island and today was the last day for visiting. We started locally in
the hills at the Georgian Monastery. The monastery ruins are high up in the hills beyond where we stayed. It was a
slow steady drive inland, off the coast road and got steeper all the while. It was a good track though, even with grey
road stones and boulders a loose top structure, loose but safe enough for a road vehicle as we headed up the steep
inclines. I think our off-road vehicle earnt its keep that day. A Jay passed in front of us on the downward drive back
through the pines, and after a little research later at the villa, I decided that this bird was probably also an endemic
Cyprus Jay species, but at the time I was oblivious to this fact. One bird I had read about in my research was the local
Coal Tit and sure enough we did get a great view of this local speciality, high up in the pines near the Monastery. The
bird was completely different to the UK form with an extended smudged black and white front and very different call
to its related European cousin. The Monastery was well-managed, covered from the elements with a steel and stretched
white heavy-duty canvas that let the light in. All the historical and ancient structures were under the control of an
Archaeological dig. The site lay in a fairly dense part of the forest with overhead pines and a mix of deciduous trees
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around the fenced site. It too had its own Dragon as well - a very large grey patterned lizard the size of a yardstick
came out onto the dry area in the confines of the dig fence-line. It was the same species and thus patterned, I guess, as
the one in our villa garden. He was like a Kimodo dragon - well he seemed like one to us northern Europeans! See what
you guys reckon, can anyone name him?

On then to Paphos town for some sightseeing, lunch and maybe some birding if we could. We settled on coffee and a
cake for our morning break. It was a nice breezy open coffee shop looking down onto the town and the lighthouse,
ancient walled castle and archaeological park. We decided on a walk to the archaeological park, which turned out to be
further than we thought! Sue went to see the Tourist Information lady and came back with a nice town map. The scale
on the map seemed difficult to relate to and the heat was intense. We settled on a short bus ride to get us there in the
end, which with hindsight was a decision should have been taken earlier. Having left the car parked up way up in the
town, we had lost and hour or so by walking. On arrival down the harbour we explored the sights and sounds and
shops and cafes on the seafront, settling for a meal at a nice restaurant that was shady and quiet just back from the strip.
The meal was lovely and we all needed the respite of shade and a cool drink before exploring the Medieval Fort of
Paphos. Sadly the gardens were just closing as we arrived at the gate to the Archaeological Park, still, one for another
holiday maybe. We then walked the harbour and along the coastal path to the point out by the Lighthouse. Sue
suggested she would sit in the shade whilst the boys went exploring and walking the sea front. There were lots of nice
places to sit and eat all along the front so we chose one that had a nice vista for Sue and we took the camera and bins
out by the Fort, where we located a Kingfisher hunting the shoreline amongst the rocks and sea weed. In the dry strip
within the fence-line of the archaeological park we located a stunning female Roller, she was quite intent on sitting on
top of a scrubby bush in the dry area out towards the lighthouse. A record shot was taken but too far out to be crystal
sharp. After our walk and sit in the shade for Sue we headed back up-town by taxi to collect the car. A nice walk
through ‘the Souk’ brought us back to the car-park.
Ash, map reading in the rear, diverted us on the route back to the villa to an open theatre that was showing a Elvis
tribute act from the UK - not our thing, but the scenery and vista were lovely, especially late in the day. We watched
the sunset from the viewpoint, watching groups of Jackdaws fly to roost above the open quarry to our front.
There was just time to fit in another sightseeing venue; on the way home we diverted to the Monastery at Agios
Neofytos which was a delight and very informative with lots of nice murals and mosaics. The chapel too was very
historic with lots to see, starlings and the odd Collared Dove bringing to an end the birds for the day.
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The Sunday was flight home day and the drive to the airport held no new birds, but a lovely sunny drive and fresh
views of the island countryside during daylight hours.

Sunset over Akamas
We all agreed the holiday was a nice break on a tremendous island for a holiday, with plenty of birds left to find and
see on one’s European list.
John Wells
[with help on bird location by Sue and Ash Wells]

Pintail at Slimbridge by Bill Francis
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It’s all about The List ......
By Martin Routledge
OK let’s not be coy about it - we all keep lists of one sort or another. I’m borderline OCD when it comes to
records so my list is maintained on an Excel spreadsheet and I can tell you the date and place I first saw a
particular British Bird each year. So yes I keep an annual list – it’s not big it’s not clever but I’ve done it
for a while now; I also keep trip lists for say WINTER DUCK or my holidays but I don’t further sub-divide
lists into County lists or monthly lists as some folk do. Nor am I so OCD that I alphabetise the condition to
CDO. So while I keep a year list I don’t go out of my way to add to The List except right at the start of the
year. New Year’s Day and the following free days before the salt mine beckons me back are often spent
visiting my local haunts to kick start what is – by twitcher standards – a very modest effort.
So New Year’s Day 2016 started
with coffee and toast while
gazing out at the bird feeders
and the soggy patch that I call
my back garden. There’s a bit of
a feeding frenzy going on this
year as the morning is cold at
+3C yet calm following some
pretty wild weather. Seventeen
species in an hour or so isn’t a
bad start and included Longtailed Tits among the usual
suspects. I can’t stay here all
day without attracting adverse
comment from my nearest and
dearest so it’s time to head 2
miles down the road to the lakes
I patrol for WeBS records –
again the usual suspects but with
some notable exceptions too. For example there are no Grey Herons or Greylag Geese both of which are
normally present. Time to push
on to Tring reservoirs then, but
Coot - Out of Sight!
on the way a quick stop in
Aylesbury town centre to catch
the female Peregrine who nests
on the council building. Yes
there she is a couple of windows
below the nest platform and
keeping a beady eye on the Feral
Pigeons – clearly good hunting
ground as she raised 2 chicks last
year (having hatched 3 but one
died on collision with a
window).
Dunnock

A few miles south-east of town
lies the Tring reservoir site –
well watched by many birders
including some die hard
twitchers it has to be said.
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Despite all the recent rain the water level was very low and the birds were there in good numbers. Again
nothing too outrageous but the list of wild fowl was steadily increasing – main surprise was a pair of
Goldeneye but also nice to see good numbers of Lapwing and Golden Plover. One of the locals said there
had been a Shelduck around earlier and reported a Goosander at the next reservoir over. I couldn’t find the
Shelduck and didn’t want to go on a wild Goosander chase so set off for home (about 9 miles across arable
countryside) – good sightings on the way back included Fieldfare and Redwing, Red Kites and a
Sparrowhawk getting its breath back on a low branch.
Back at the ranch and time to take stock. There were still one or two common local residents missing off
the list – Kestrel for one and also Mistle and Song Thrushes. Wrens nest in the garden but so far AWOL
too and then there were the odd things which I might hope to see but wasn’t overly surprised not to have
clocked – Yellowhammer and Bullfinch fell into this category. Still zero to fifty in under 3 hours wasn’t a
bad start. The second day of the year saw me pop out to another local patch which was also a Berks Bucks
and Oxfordshire Wildlife Trust reserve. There were lots of birds about but not many new species. Still, a
Kestrel was found and so too were some Reed Buntings and a couple of Gull species. I finally spotted a
Wren in the back garden and then it was back to work – travelling in in the dark and coming home in the
dark is not conducive to increasing ones list!
Ah but the annual starter for 10 (or more) RAFOS trip to Slimbridge beckoned – that threw up another
fifteen ‘year ticks’ for the log book. WINTER DUCK next which usually adds another thirty or so .......
How’s your list?

Reed Bunting
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New Zealand in a Sling.
By Anne Bodley
When my nephew first suggested a visit to New Zealand, we were hesitant as we had decided two years previously
when I reached the great age of 80 that long haul holidays were no longer possible. However as Simon is now
permanently resident out there we thought perhaps we should seize the opportunity before infirmity set in! So we
booked flights with our local travel agents and 2 nights’ accommodation in Auckland, close to the Botanic Garden.
The hotel had a small park immediately opposite so, as soon as we had arrived and unpacked the necessaries, we went
to explore, desperate for some fresh air and exercise after the long flight. The first bird we saw was an Australian
Magpie on the ground close to a pond which held Mallard and the very common Grey Duck. Hawking over the
pond were several Welcome Swallows with rufous forehead, throat and upper breast, metallic blue back and long
forked tails. There was a movement in the vegetation on the edge of the pond and out came a bird like a purple
Swamphen. A quick look in the book – our first Pukeko!- and following behind it a couple of chicks. We walked
further and saw a largish black bird with a small white tufted beard fly across to a nearby tree. It had to be a Tui, a
songster and mimic with a wide repertoire of sounds that we were to see and hear quite frequently.
On our way to a restaurant in the evening we found familiar friends – House Sparrows and Starlings roosting on the
buildings. Indoors we found the TV was the centre of attention as the Rugby World Cup final was relayed – Australia
v New Zealand – which of course the Kiwis had won. The next night it was the same, endless replays of the best
moments! In between we had collected the car, made our way to the Botanic Garden, walked all over and notched up
several more “settlers” birds, Blackbird, Song Thrush, Chaffinch, an escaped cage bird from Asia, the Spotted Dove,
the introduced Asian Myna and seen 2 genuine New Zealanders – a Little Black Shag on one of the pools and a
White-faced Heron flying over. From the Garden we ventured into the adjoining Forest Park. We had been given a
map which seemed to bear little resemblance to the paths we were walking and eventually we had to declare ourselves
lost. To the rescue, a kindly Kiwi couple who were frequent visitors to the site, and though the exit we sought was in
the opposite direction, they insisted on walking with us all the way back to the Garden. We found that was typical of
everyone we met – unfailingly friendly and helpful.
From Auckland we drove north to Kai Iwi lakes, where disaster struck. We were being shown to our accommodation,
when I tripped and fell, crashing down onto a concrete path. A broken arm! There followed a visit to local hospital,
ambulance ride to major hospital on the other side of the Island, a plaster cast, an overnight stay (David in the Nurses
Lodge!) and dismissal with instructions to return in a week's time. THAT was not part of the planned itinerary. We had
to rethink the whole plan for North Island starting with a longer stay at the Lakes, so we could look at the kauri forests
and the coast to the north and then a move east to be nearer the major hospital.
Floating on our lake at the Lodge was a family of Black Swans and perched on the balcony of the next door chalet a
Little Shag. In the grounds we were amazed to find Californian Quail and wild Turkey while the hedgerows had
nesting Fantail (aptly named), Yellowhammer and Grey Warbler. Kingfishers were abundant in that area, one
perched about every 100 metres on the telegraph wires along the road and even a pair using a nest hole in the bank
behind our chalet. Bird life seemed scarce in the woods apart from one Tomtit which sat out on a branch outside the
forest. The largest and oldest Kauri tree was reckoned to be well over 1,000 years old – they grow very slowly and end
up not very tall but with an enormous girth. We headed north through a large stretch of kauri forest to the coast where
Red-billed Gulls were numerous and like most gulls eager to take any opportunity to help themselves to food. We
defended our sandwiches successfully but the cafe advertising superb coffee was unable to serve any as the power was
off!
We found a delightful B&B outside Whangarei where the hospital was and explored part of the east coast where
Variable Oystercatchers prodded the sandy beach. Variable they truly were – all black or in the pied phase with
varying amounts of white and distinguishing Variable from the South Island Pied was not easy at a distance. I was
finding it increasingly frustrating being unable to use binoculars with one hand. Not only that , have you tried tying
shoelaces with one hand? Good thing it was warm enough to wear sandals most of the time. The telescope was a real
boon now. We were able to locate some Pied Oystercatchers, Red Knot, Black-tailed Godwit, Caspian and Whitefronted Tern. We visited the Aroa Ecological Centre up by the Bay of Islands and found a cluster of Royal
Spoonbills feeding near an oyster farm and on the ground a Barbary Dove or African Collared Dove – another former
cage bird, escaped or released, but not considered a threat to any other specie or to the environment. That evening
after dinner we stood outside and listened to the Morepork, the only native owl. The next day early morning tea was
enlivened by excellent close up views of a Spur-winged Plover in the next door field which was also full of Blackbirds
and Song Thrushes.
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Tui

White-fronted Tern

Red-billed Gull & chick
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Between Whangarei and Hamilton where the next hospital visit was scheduled, there were 2 places we were very keen
to visit. The first was the island sanctuary of Tiritiri Matanga, a short ferry ride from the seaside resort of Orewa, just
north of Auckland where we found a B&B and booked the ferry plus a guided tour. On arrival we were offered two
choices of route. We chose the less precipitous, the only ones to do so and had a guide to ourselves. The island was
partially cleared of bush by the Maori and this intensified when the settlers took it over. When farming there ceased to
be economic it was selected as a breeding sanctuary for some of the rarer species of bird, decimated by predators. The
native bush was allowed to grow up and much tree planting was done. Stoats, weasels, rats and possums were and still
are trapped and when it was reckoned to be predator free, the Stitchbird, Whitehead, Saddleback, Kokako and Takahe
were introduced and appear to be flourishing. In an open sanctuary with feeding stations, the birds seem unafraid of
humans and show themselves very well. The Bellbird is also there and Blue Penguins are provided with nest boxes.
A thoroughly rewarding day out.
The next destination was the Shorebird Centre at Miranda on the coast between Auckland and Thames. Reluctant as
always to stay in a town we consulted the “bible”, the Handbook of NZ B&B's and found Mountain Top, which turned
out to be an old characterful house situated high in the hills of Coromandel Peninsula and run by a delightful elderly
couple. This suited us fine and we were as usual exceedingly well looked after. The journey there took us through and
over Auckland and all along the coast where we had several stops to watch the seals cavorting on the rocks and in the
sea. We went to Miranda the next day and enjoyed good views of hundreds of Black-tailed Godwits, many Pied
Stilts and smaller numbers of Red Knot, Wrybill and Banded Dotterel. The rough coastal grassland had Skylark
(ours) and NZ Pipit. We met the President of the NZ Ornithological Society, David Laurie, walking around with an
enormous telescope in which we were shown Curlew Sandpiper, Sharp-tailed Sandpiper and Red-necked Stint. I
think he took pity on the sling! We later chatted to him over lunch and he recommended driving up the west coast of
the Coromandel Peninsula which we did in mist and drizzle and were rather surprised to find a nesting colony of Whitefronted Terns on the rocky shore, right adjacent to the road.
We had hoped to go walking in Coromandel Forest Park but we woke to pouring rain next day and spent a lazy
morning reading by the fire and consuming in comfort the sandwiches we had bought the day before. The rain having
eased in the afternoon we drove up to the Visitor Centre run by the Dept. of Conservation, looked at all the exhibits and
David went for a short walk while I watched a pair of courting Fantails flitting from tree to tree with much fanning of
the long black and white tail.
Then it was time to move on to Hamilton for the next hospital visit. Once more we were welcomed into a new B&B run
by an English couple outside the town. From there it was a reasonable drive to Rotorua, home of the hot springs and
the boiling, bubbling mud. Quite impressive at Sulphur Point where we also spied the NZ Dabchick, NZ Scaup and
Australian Coot, swimming around in the warm water. Like good tourists we visited the Green and Blue lakes and 2
more besides but failed to see any new species. Scaup seemed very numerous in that area.
We were now greatly behind schedule, having originally planned to spend 2 weeks in North Island and 4 in South
Island, so we decided to make all haste down to Wellington where my nephew had been expecting us for some time.
He booked the first available appointment in Orthopaedics in 5 days time, allowing us the opportunity to visit the
Botanical Gardens, the National Museum with excellent sections on Natural History and NZ history, and make 2 visits
to Zealandia, the largest mainland sanctuary in the country.
A huge area in the north of the city with much native bush has been fenced against predators and native birds
reintroduced. The first one to appear was the Takahe which came lumbering out of the vegetation to enjoy the food
that the guide was providing. It's like an overgrown Swamphen – green and blue with a large heavy red bill and
shield, extremely rare and only to be found in sanctuaries. The Paradise Shelduck family grazing on the lawn were
new to us but turned out to be very common on South Island, in wetlands, rivers and on the seashore. They are
unusual in that the female is by far the brighter of the sexes with white head and neck while the male appears uniformly
black. The Kaka, a large and noisy forest parrot was present at feeding stations around the reserve. The Stitchbird
appeared to have its own exclusive feeding station right up in the north of the reserve where several pairs congregated
and only the native Robin was tolerated. With a large area of forest it was easy to see the endemic NZ Pigeon in
flight and though it is still a common bird its numbers are declining partly due to illegal hunting and low productivity.
This is a cause for concern as the pigeon plays a large part in the propagation of native trees by spreading the larger
seeds. One of the most interesting introductions to the sanctuary is the endemic Tuatara, a kind of reptile whose
nearest relative is the dinosaur! There is a breeding programme in Zealandia and though they are difficult to see
because of their camouflage colouring, the guide pointed out several individuals from a couple of inches long to over a
foot.
Having received the welcome news that no further hospital visits were needed until our return to the UK, we set out for
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South Island with the idea of a quick journey down the east coast to Stewart Island and a slower return the same way in
time to catch our flight home from Christchurch. We crossed in sunshine and a calm sea, enjoying the amazing scenery
as we approached Picton. We had time for a short walk with views over the harbour, the approach and Queen Charlotte
Sound until cloud and rain swept in. The next stop south was the small town of Darfield east of Christchurch where we
planned to pick up the Trans Alpine train down to the west coast and back. This was a glorious ride with stunning
views into gorges, over fast flowing rivers and round snow-capped mountains, and most important gave David a
welcome break from driving. We left the train at Lake Moana just before the west coast and had a walk through a
couple of reserves, finally finding a Silver-eye feeding on a clump of New Zealand flax flowers right on the lake shore.
The train stops briefly at Arthur's Pass village, at 737meters above sea level, though the pass itself is some 200 metres
higher. This was just long enough for us to catch a glimpse of the Kea, the world's only alpine parrot. We had hoped
for a longer better view of this mischievous bird but going and coming back it was perched on rooftops just too far
from the station.
The dash south continued to Mosgiel just outside Dunedin with one brief stop at the Orokonui Ecosanctuary for an
hours bird watching, but no new species. The Shining Cuckoo was said to be in full song but failed to show. From
there we had a more leisurely drive through the Caitlins with a couple of stops to walk in the forest without finding any
new species. We reached Bluff, the ferry port to Stewart Island about tea-time and found our home for the night,
Oystercatcher's Cottage, a quaint little place but cosy, and very close to the ferry and the secure car park. The next day
dawned sunny and calm, so ideal for crossing the Foveaux Strait which has a fearsome reputation for rough waters.
On Stewart Island we were met at the jetty by Pip from the Bay Motel who gave us a quick tour of the small town
centre of Oban. The accommodation was excellent with a balcony overlooking the town and Bellbirds and Tui in the
native vegetation just below. The weather was still fine and sunny, so after a quick early lunch we picked up some
maps from the Dept of Conservation (DoC) centre and set off for Horseshoe Point and Horseshoe Bay – a 4 hour walk
which left me with an aching arm but pleased to have had a bit of exercise at last.
Most of Stewart Island is uninhabited and with the large Rakiura National Park created in 2002 85% of it is protected.
The following day the weather was less enticing but we decided to explore more of the island and in particular the west
side of Half Moon Bay where Oban is situated. Our walk took us along the well wooded coast out to Ackers Point and
Lighthouse where we had good views of Albatrosses – the Shy Mollymawk and Buller's Mollymawk sailing
effortlessly around. Much birdsong in the vegetation but difficult to see and identify, though we did spot a Tomtit as
we emerged from the forest on to the road.
Wind and rain woke us the next day, but nothing daunted we set off opposite the motel along the Fuchsia Trail, an area
of native bush and forest with a number of Fuchsia trees. The flowers are very attractive to small birds, Grey Warblers,
Bellbirds and Silvereyes but alas, most of the flowers had gone over. We were told that it was not unusual to see
Bellbirds with blue heads from the pollen. We did see a House Sparrow with an orange head from the Flax flowers!
As we emerged from the forest and crossed a sports field we saw 5 Pigeons feeding on the grass. No danger of their
being shot there. The trail continued along the coast where we spotted Stewart Island Shag on some rocks and were
deafened by a large, noisy party of squabbling Kaka, a sight peculiar to Stewart Island. To our surprise Redpoll were
very common on this part of the island and we also found our first Dunnock.
On our return to Oban the weather forecast at the DOC centre was for gales and rain for the following day and we had
serious misgivings about the return ferry journey on the morrow. Was the Foveaux Strait going to live up to its
reputation? Bumpy it certainly was and views of seabirds were constantly obscured by sea water washing over the
boat but it was mercifully short as the captain went at top speed over the waves. We were back in one piece after 55
minutes. It was still raining heavily as we collected the car and drove to breakfast. Then it was a question of main road
back up north or a different route through the Caitlins again. We opted for the latter as being more scenic and it
certainly was. We saw more of the wild coast and stopped at a lake that produced Spoonbill, Pied Stilt, and 2 new
species, Brown Teal and Australasian Shoveler. By the time we reached Dunedin and the Otago peninsula the rain
had ceased and we had a pleasant ride along the coast to Portobello and the Peninsula Motel. Another friendly
welcome and helpful information about the Penguins and Royal Albatrosses.
We booked ourselves in for the Blue Penguin visit that evening and had a lovely hot supper in the cafe while we
waiting for it to get dark, which is when the Penguins come ashore to their nests. While we were eating we had good
views of the Royal Albatrosses circling around their nesting site. The weather had turned nasty again, wet and windy,
so once the first batch of Penguins had arrived an scrambled up the beach, we made a beeline for home. As we climbed
the steps back up to the car park we very nearly tripped over one of these diminutive birds - with a length of 45
centimetres and a maximum weight of 2 kg, the smallest penguin in the world.
At breakfast the next morning the Penguin cafe owners gave us lots of helpful advice on places to visit. The sandy
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beaches of the Otago Peninsula are good places to find the very rare NZ Sea lion so we did the first walk through
farmland and sand dunes to Victory beach but no sign of any birds or mammals. So we returned to the Albatross Centre
for lunch and the sheer cliffs just below, which have large breeding colonies of Red-billed Gulls and various Shags
including the Spotted Shag. We then drove to Allan's beach, where our luck was in. We slithered down a steep dune
on to the beach to find an enormous male Sea lion and a much smaller female or youngster which got chased off by the
male as we watched. The male then lay down and proceeded to flick sand all over himself until he was half buried.
We had been warned to give them a wide berth in the breeding season, as they can move pretty rapidly in spite of their
size – up to 400kg in weight and over 3m long. I did wonder how I was going to get back up the dune with one arm but
it proved easier than anticipated with my feet out at 45 degrees and the occasional bit of grass to clutch onto.
Time to move on back up towards Christchurch, but first a diversion on to a coastal loop for seals and penguins.
Plenty of the first, but alas no penguins. One more chance at Moeraki village by the lighthouse. We'd been told of a
hide overlooking a cove where we might see Yellow-eyed Penguins which breed around the coast of South Island in
small numbers. We sat down to watch, anticipating a long, probably fruitless wait, but before David had time to get his
camera out, the first one appeared out of the surrounding scrub and made its way into the water. 10 minutes later
another appeared and did the same. We were expecting them to emerge from the sea and disappear up the hill to their
nests! We then felt we had to relinquish our seats as another couple entered the tiny hide and there was only one corner
where you had a good view of the beach. Walking back up the hill we could hear the chicks calling but the scrub was
too dense to get any sightings.
We made a one night stop in Oamaru, another penguin centre where you can pay to view both the Little Blue and the
Yellow-eyed Penguins returning to their burrows in the evening. We were satisfied with what we had already seen and
just purchased two small china replicas as souvenirs. Definitely my favourite birds of the trip. Oamaru is worth a visit
anyway for the late 19th century architecture - the historic centre has some wonderful neoclassical buildings in the local
cream-coloured limestone, known as Whitestone. There is even a local Whitestone cheese!
An early departure the next day gave us time to divert from the main highway across the Canterbury Plains and drive
west into the mountains to search for the Black Stilt, another very rare bird. We had read about a breeding programme
in a small town called Twizel just south of the glacial Lake Pukaki. A brief stop at Waitaki River gave us distant views
of a colony of Black-fronted Terns, individuals of which were fishing under our bridge and a number of Black-billed
Gulls. At lunch inTwizel I noticed two men in DOC shirts, so we approached them for further information. They were
botanists, responsible for the eradication of foreign weeds, notably the pink and blue lupins which were flowering in
abundance in the area! They helpfully directed us to the DOC building in the town where we found someone who
knew about the breeding scheme. He told us that the scheme had stalled as all the aviaries had been flattened in the
heavy snow that winter. The birds had been retrieved and released at a site on the shores of Lake Pukaki, accessible
from the road to Mount Cook. Nothing daunted we drove up there, found the site and scanned it as best we could with
binoculars and the telescope, but the heat haze made it very difficult and we finally gave up, realising that we had no
time to walk out there over what looked like very stony and possibly wet ground. It was 3.15 and we were still 340km
from Christchurch and our hotel for the night. So we made all possible speed through stunning mountainous country,
snow- capped peaks reflected in the glacial lakes, to arrive in Christchurch well past 7pm.
Our last couple of days! The first was spent in the Botanic Gardens, just on the doorstep, and the second visiting local
birding spots. The first was the reserve near New Brighton where there were lots of Godwits, Oystercatchers and
Shags but no new species. Lake Ellesmere was equally disappointing – it was very windy and all the birds were
congregated near the shore but they were all old familiar friends, Black Swan, Grey Duck and more Shag. Our very last
morning we spent in the museum where there was an excellent exhibition on Leonardo de Vinci, including scale models
of many of his drawings and inventions, some of which you could try out for yourself.
Our only regret was that the tour of South Island was so hurried and involved so many long drives. Fjordland with its
beech forests, the Sounds and the Glaciers all had to be missed, but in spite of the arm in the sling and the binoculars

long stay in the bottom of the rucksack, the trip was greatly enjoyed.
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Some of my Favourite Birding Photography Venues – Part 2
by Scott Drinkel
Following on from my previous article, not all of my favourite bird photography venues are in the wild. So, stepping
away from the Birding hobby and moving more into the enjoyment of seeing birds, this part is more controversial to the
birder purest, but justified by those who want to take photographs of some different species.
Meeting the same criteria as the previous part, my interest in birds actually started by my interest in wildlife generally,
exacerbated by my growing interest in photography (and arguably multiplied to fanatical levels by an obsessive need to
complete ‘lists’)! Therefore, I often went out with my camera to various wildlife and bird parks. Remembering this was
for me to capture images of various subjects, including birds, and feed my need to complete an impossible list of
subjects, Wildlife Parks etc gave me the options to photograph many different species than I would in the wild
(immediately at least). These were (are) still annotated in my database, but the fact they are captive birds is also
identified. Captive birds do provide different opportunities, but also extra challenges as well, such as the mesh fence or
remaining in wooden enclosures. The cage or fence often features in the image, but sometimes it is the price to pay to
have a picture of the bird! Seeing captive Falconry displays also gave me a very different perspective of birds in flight
and allows better photographic opportunity. I completely understand some objector’s point of view regarding keeping
animals and birds in captivity. I understand that it is far better to see the animals in the wild, but I also understand the
educational void that the good quality parks fill, allowing people to get closer to see species they otherwise would not.
I will not cast my vote directly one way or another, but I will say I have used some of these parks for my own
enjoyment and I will continue to do so, providing the standards of that park are high and the animals look fit and
healthy! Below I have listed several places within my 90 minutes radius that I have enjoyed taking photos of birds, (at
the very least – sometimes the venue offers other animals too - extras on my lists J ).

Birdland, Bourton-on-the-Water, GL54 2BN
An enjoyable location featuring a range of birds, plenty of parrots, rollers, penguins and storks, amongst others. In my
times here, I have not experienced any flying displays, but the site has grown and the range of birds has increased.
Features quite a nice ‘desert’ house with some nice species such as desert finch, Bee-eaters and lovebirds.

Cotswold Falconry, Moreton-in-Marsh, GL56 9AB
A fantastic location featuring raptors, predominantly. A wonderful location with a huge number of birds and owls,
specifically. Features a very educational flying display several times a day, with each display flying different birds.

Cotswold Wildlife Park, Burford, OX18 4JP
Always been one of my favourite wildlife parks, a huge number of animal species, including mammals, insects, reptiles,
and of course, birds. Each time I have visited I have been able to see several animals that have not featured on previous
visits, keeping the site fresh. I have also see flying displays of raptors from Cotswold Falconry on occasion. There are
a huge number of birds through the park, including a lovely ‘tropical house’. Needs a good day to walk around the
whole park and good use of the map to make sure you get to see all of what is on offer.

Millets Falconry at Millets Farm, near Abingdon OX13 5PD
Millets Farm is a basically a Garden Centre with hotel and farm shop near Abingdon. A reasonably new attraction has
been Millets Falconry, a number of raptors. Quite a small location in comparison to others, but does have a range of
some glorious species, including one of my favourites, a Northern Goshawk! Has a rather intimate arena for flying the
birds, leading to some rather close encounters.

Hawk Conservancy Trust, Andover, SP11 8DY
The site at the Hawk Conservancy Trust is absolutely amazing, covers quite a large area and features plenty
of large enclosures for the range of birds available. This site sticks in my mind for one main reason the flying
display. Head and shoulders above any other flying display I have experienced. Rather than the formulaic
“here is bird one, it does this..etc”, the Hawk Conservancy Trust has different flying displays in different
arenas through the day. They endeavour to create a bit of a ‘story’ with each display demonstrating how the
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birds interact with each other and the environment. My words could not do justice, it is something I strongly urge you
see for yourself. You will not be disappointed!

WWT Slimbridge, GL2 7BT
Finally, and ending again on the RAFOS regular haunt of Slimbridge, I have been very impressed by the range and
variety of the water birds on offer to see. The captive bird side of the site is roughly broken up into continents to
collect the relevant species together and help direct the patrons through. Plenty of geese, both numbers and species,
are available to feed and get close to and also has an impressive ‘Tropical House’ that has featured one of the sweetest
looking birds I have seen, an African Pygmy Goose!

Scott’s second joint winner of the Best Picture award at the 2015 AGM
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Bill’s SAGA
By Bill Francis
In November 2015, with the full permission of She Who Must Be Obeyed, I went on a SAGA ‘Solo
Travellers’ holiday to Punta Umbria in Huelva Province on the Costa de la Luz, South West Spain. The
journey to Birmingham Airport was easily accomplished with the assistance of Mk.2 daughter (Helen), who
picked me up at 03.00 hrs to travel to the airport. This she had volunteered to do, thus enabling me to
cancel car parking and an overnight room previously booked at the airport - some sort of payback for trips
in Dad’s Taxi in the past.
On arrival in Faro, I joined the rest of the soloists for the minibus ride to the hotel in Spain at Punta Umbria
Mar, on the Atlantic seashore and about 50 yards from a local pinewood nature reserve ‘Enebrales’. The
trip took about an hour, and we were met on arrival by the SAGA rep based at the hotel and the host to look
after our party of solos. The rooms were large and comfortable, and mine had a balcony overlooking a local
road beyond some shrubbery in the grounds. At the arrival meeting, we were asked to choose any of the
optional trips that we were interested in, and these included a birdwatching trip to the local countryside, a
river trip on the Guadiana and one to the Coto Doñana, familiar to RAFOS members who went there in
2014. These were the trips that I opted for, and were supplemented by included trips to Huelva, Seville and
a local village, El Rompido.
Day One (Friday) started with a familiarisation walk into Punta Umbria, ending up with a coffee break.
Our SAGA host asked who wanted to sit in the sun, and the majority of the party wanted to do so. I was
more interested in sitting in the shade, and headed for a different indoor café, where I was joined by another
shade-seeker, a lady from Yorkshire. We had our coffee and chatted, then felt that we should join the rest of
the party. We went around the corner to their watering hole to find that they were still ordering! The
optional birding trip to the local countryside was due to take place that afternoon, so I left the party to walk
back quickly to take part, only to find on arrival that it had been cancelled for lack of support! After a good
lunch, I decided to take a walk through the nature reserve next door to the hotel. There was a paved path
that ran along the shoreward side of the woods beside a road. At intervals, duck-boarded paths ran from the
roadside through the woods to the seashore. On the opposite side of the road from the footpath, I saw
parties of Azure-winged Magpies and a Hoopoe. By sitting quietly beside the road on the edge of the trees I
saw Black Redstart, Chiffchaff, Crested Tit, Great Tit, Long-tailed Tit and Blue Tit. On return to the hotel,
saw my first Sardinian Warblers of the trip in the shrubs outside my bedroom window.
Day 2 (Saturday) began with an excursion to Huelva and El Rompido. On the coach to Huelva, there were
White Storks standing on platforms provided for them of tops of electricity pylons, as well as Greater
Flamingos and Spoonbills in the wetlands at the mouth of the River Odiel. The city was quiet early on a
Saturday and we then moved on to El Rompido, where our leader suggested that we visit the market. She
mentioned however that by walking back from the coach park to the lighthouse, you could find a path
beside a golf course that was good for birding – enough said! When we left the coach I peeled off and
headed back as directed. I found the path and enjoyed a bimble along an elevated path that ran between the
golf course and a wetland area, populated with a variety of waders and gulls. Curlew and Whimbrel were in
evidence, side by side, along with Ringed Plover, Common Sandpiper, Greenshank and Black-tailed
Godwit. I managed to take a couple of pictures of a small bird unfamiliar to me, that research proved to be a
Fan-tailed Warbler (I refuse to use the other common name – Fizzing Pepsi-cola is it?). El Rompido
apparently means ‘the destroyed village’; a reference to the local effects of the Lisbon earthquake of 1775
and the resulting tsunami.
Day 3 (Sunday) began with an early breakfast before a full day optional visit to the Coto Doñana Nature
Reserve, an hour’s coach trip away. Apart from the ‘soloists’ other SAGA clients at the hotel took part,
including those on a ‘Special Interest’ birdwatching package. Compared with our group, they seemed a
very subdued bunch, and obviously took their hobby very seriously! On arrival at the reserve, we
transferred to a bus run by the reserve staff and went on to the village of El Rocio. When we arrived, it was
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very quiet, and looked very like an empty Wild West town. Our guide pointed out that it pre-dated all
towns in the west of the USA so was probably a model for them! One interesting facility was the provision
of counters high enough to be used by riders whilst still in the saddle. The lake by the town held a wide
variety of water birds, some fairly close, but after a short stay we were on our way through a woodland area,
with frequent stops to look for species (including Iberian Lynx – no cats seen – just tracks); then on to a
large, flat area of grassland, where raptors, especially Marsh and Hen Harriers, were obvious, as well as
Little Owl by the roadside and Griffon Vultures that were sitting in a group in the middle of a field.
Apparently any domestic animal that dies within the park is left in situ to feed the scavengers. Our guide
reckoned that the vultures had gorged to such an extent that they were too heavy to get airborne, and would
probably have to wait another 24 hours before they could return to their base in the sierras. From here we
went on to a visitor centre beside a lake, with Purple Swamp-hen showing well among other water birds.
We retraced our route to El Rocio, via another visitor centre where the local lake was dry and the wildlife
sparse as a result. The main point of interest there was a CCTV live link to an enclosure where a captive
Lynx breeding project was under way. Passing back through the woodland area, we were lucky enough to
get good views of a Black-winged Kite. On arrival back at El Rocio, we found that the town was teeming
with visitors from all over Spain. It is a place of pilgrimage and obviously a popular place to visit at
weekends. The water birds on the lake had retreated to the far shore and were much more difficult to see
and identify. Lunch was taken in the village, and I enjoyed a plate of the local ham with sliced beef
tomatoes and fresh crusty bread dipped in olive oil –delicious! After a short chance to bird watch from the
shore, we were on our way back to the hotel.
Day 4 (Monday) was the day for a full-day included visit to Seville – one of the reasons that I had chosen
this package in the first place as a visit to Seville was on my bucket list. We had a very interesting day, and
I was particularly taken with the gardens of the Royal Alcazar Palace – extensive despite being in the city
centre and beautifully maintained. I also enjoyed some tasty seafood tapas – have never tasted raspberry
vinegar before! That evening in the hotel, Manu Mojaro, the guide who had looked after the RAFOS party
on their trip to Coto Doñana, gave a talk about the bird watching opportunities in the Huelva region that
brought home to me what I had missed!
Day 5 (Tuesday) gave the opportunity for a day’s cruise on the Guadiana River that forms the border
between the Algarve region of Portugal and the Huelva region of Spain. We travelled into Portugal and
joined our boat at the mouth of the river. On the top deck it was chilly enough to be glad of a fleece, but a
good place for birding. Egrets and Herons abounded along the shore and there were numerous terns fishing,
all in winter plumage and beyond my limited knowledge to identify apart from many Sandwich Terns.
After a lunch in a small village café of fresh mackerel and piri piri chicken, we set off downriver, escorted
by a beautiful male Marsh Harrier, who flew alongside at the same speed as the boat for a good ten minutes.
On the way back I managed to make an exhibition of myself by tripping over the combing of the cabin on
the lower deck and falling full-length onto the deck. Luckily nothing was injured apart from my pride!
Day 6 (Wednesday) was our last full day and I decided to duck out of an included visit to Vila Real, back
on the banks of the Guadiana, and took a walk along the beach from the hotel and then through the
pinewoods again. Apart from a couple of sea anglers, I had the beach to myself and found a party of
Sanderling at the water’s edge. A quiet walk through the pinewoods led back to the hotel to pack.
The weather for the whole week was dry, with clear blue skies every day. Mornings could be chilly, but it
always warmed up as the day went on.
The journey home via Faro airport was uneventful, and Helen was waiting for me on arrival at Birmingham
to give me a lift home. Manu’s talk and a chat with a member of the Saga birdwatching group at the airport
led me to the conclusion that I should be able to cope with the rigours of that trip despite dodgy knees, and I
am returning at the end of March 2016 to join a specialist birding holiday. Wish me luck!
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The RAFOS Newsletter
is published twice each year
The Editor will be most grateful for pictures and articles to grace the next edition.
Letters to the Editor to raise any issues are always welcome too.
Please remember the following:
·

Brief contributions are always welcome.

·

Illustrations (photographs or art work) are always welcome

·

Please send written work as soon as you can. If pictures are included, please send them
separately from the text.

·

Please avoid footnotes and tables – they are difficult to import with my software!

·

Articles can be sent as attachments to emails, or on a disk.

·

If pictures are sent as hard copies, please let me know if you want them back.

·

Digital images should be in .jpg format.

The closing date for inclusion in Newsletter 102 is 1 July 2016

Please address contributions to:
Bill Francis
100 Moselle Drive
Churchdown
GLOUCESTER
GL3 2TA
Email wgfrancis@btinternet.com
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